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FAIR weather, tonight
md lrriday with rising,
temperature, is the
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prediction.
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LET'S talk seriously
h about tho formation
of the city baseball
league.
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Huerta Admits Loss
9.
The first fid
mission that General Villa and the
rebel army have occupied Torreon is
niade by the Mexican, Herald today.
ON
Tho newspaper state that General
Aurwliano Blanquet declares that Gen
eral Jose Velasco, the federal com
mander, has' not eavcuated the city
"in the fuU senise of the word."
The hiiuister of war says the fed
BUT NEITHER FEDERALS
NOR eral commander hasi made a strategic JONES SUGGESTS WHAT GdVERN
move which is expected to give the
CONSTITUTIONALISTS
ARE
MENT SHOULD DO WITH REbest results on the arrival of the fed
WINNING AT TAMPICO
CLAMATION POLICY
eral column on their way to Torre ju
acco ruing to uenerai uianqiwst, a
has ben established by GenARE
EEFIMES
ASSISTED position
IS - NEEDED
eral Velasco at Cerro de.la Cruz, from
which place ho dominates Torreon
UNITED STATES AND OTHER VES- - with his artillery.
The newspa-wrSTATES AND THE' GOVERNMENT
SELS TAKE FOREIGNERS UNprinted in Spanish do not make aujy
SHOULD WORK UNfTEDLY F0R-- mention of the capture of Torreon.
DER PROTECTION
DEVELOP MENT
'. .'
',
The government announced this
morning through the newspaper its
SYMPATHY FOT SPAtflARSS intention of instituting a censorship MANY DELEGATES PRESENT
on cable dispatches. ' ".'' '"

BOTH

SIDES ARE

Mexico City, April

'

FIGHTING

SETTLERS'

IIAf ID

APRIL

TO INVESTIGATE OUTRAGE
Denver,; Cop.. April 9. The Denver
county graiid jury ; tomorrow will begin an investigation of the kidnaping
of Riev. Otis I Sturgeon here last

BIDE

LIGHTEN

THURSDAY,

'
Sunday bight,' according to an an
nouncement mad by Wayne C. W&
Mams, assistant district attorney. Wil
liams stated that a number of wit
nesses have 'been subpoenaed... Mr.
Spurgeon was aid to be resting well
'
;
,"
today,

SHOULDERS

:'

A NAUGHTY'

GIRL

i.

-

militant suffrag
London, April
ette today smashed with a hatchet 10
cases containing exhibits in the Asia
tic section of the British museum. Be
yond breaking a few specimens or val
uable porcelain,, however, she did little damage except to the glass cases.
The woman was arrested and when
taken to the police station declined to
give her name.
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RED CROSS IS ASKED TO GIVE
SISTANCE TO FOLK EXILED
FROM MEXICO

Washington, .April 9. Over-nigdispatches to the navy department
from Rear Admiral Fletcher report
ed fighting still in progress at Tam- iJco, without advantage on either
side. On account of a heavy norther,
Rear Admiral Mayo was discouraging
refugees from going aboard ships
there.
Admiral Fletcher sent this report,
received from Admiral Mayo yesterday afternoon:
"Mayo reports fighting continues
with no change except that the gunboat Zaragosa is assisting the Vera.
Cruz in shelling Arbol Grande. On
count of a norther and no advantage
in fighting, am discouraging refugees
from coming on board. Have received few on' Des Mlolnes along side
dock. If rebels receive artillery, which
seemed to be improbable, conditions
will be more serious. Reports cireu- lated on shore that American battle"
ships are supplying arms to the
The admiral added that he had directed Admiral Mayo to give refugee
to Americans and other foreigners on
American vessels as far as possible.

-

The department today suggested to
Admiral Fletcher the possibility of
taking the marines off the transport
Prairie at Vera Cruz and sending that
vessel to Tampico to receive the refugees, who cannot 'bo cared for on
the other ships without more or less
Inconvenience.
Officials here did not regard

the
shore report from Tampico that the
uum me
reoeim are receiving uiu

tor
menting upon.
American Property In Danger
State department officials ' said to
day that foreign property, especially
the oil plants in Tampico, were in
grave danger, hut there was thought
to be little danger to tho lives of for'
eigners.
' Waters-Piew-- e
oil refineries
The
have been occupied by attacking
forces during the last two days, and,
as a consequence have been fired on
from the federal gunboat in the har-(bor. A loss to the property is reported. The warehouse of the Agencia,
Comercial, a German property, , was
burned with a loss ot $500,000.
From Ensenada it Is reported that
the situation at Mazaitlan is tranquil.
Five Americans arrested1 at Vera Crua
aa a military precaution were releas-e- d
today. A consular report from
Torreon says "very Ro01' order" has
been established there.
Brigadier General Hugh L. Scott at
El Paso reported to the war department by wireless today that-- fighting
was aaid ,to be in progress at San
Pedro and Para; but he gave no detail?. .,
The Red Cross today called on Dr.
Stephenson, head of the El Paso chapter, for a report concerning the needs
of the Spanish, refugees just arrived
'
there. ,
tihat
Consular
said
Secretary Bryan
Agent Carothers- was under instructions to continue his representations
to General Carranaa for the protection
of the property, which refugees left in
Torreon and to obtain, if possible,
permission for the Spaniards to return
to their homes.
The president told callers this gov-- ;
eminent was doing all it could for the
protection of Spanish subjects in Mexico. He Indicated that If the constitutionalists persisted in their attitude
nothing could be done at present, but
mni everywiujg wuuiu on ieii, u;
settlement and claims when
a government was established.
'

'

'

1914.

CITY EDITION

publican, spoke a Ilia amendment
to
the right of the United
States to discriminate in favor of its
own shtpe if it chooses to do so, and
to. direct the president to submit the
He op
controversy to arbitration.
posed the exemption && a subsidy, and
he did not want congress to construe
the treaty and foreclose the right of
the United States to control the
canal.
Senator Thomas, democrat, made a MEN CONVICTED OF
RANKING REPUBLICAN SENATOR
ROSENTHAL
statement supporting his proposal to
FAVORS REPEAL OF CANAL
KILLING IMAY CLEAR THEIR
make the canal free to all ships of all
TOLLS EXEMPTION
CONSCIENCES
;y
nations,
Commissioner Chamberlain, of the
LARGE JSSUESAHE INVOLVED navigation bureau, Professor S. S. BECKEi
ENJOYS FEOSFEGI
Huebner and Dr. Emery Johnson, who
investigated tfce toaisi question for
SPEAKER SAYS GRANTING OF FA President
FORMER
Taft, will be heard later.
POLICE 'LIEUTENANT
VORS TO AMERICAN SHIPSenator O'Gorman said the witness
ALSO ACCUSED, WILL TRY TO
ee from New Orleans nd the Pacific
PING IS SMALL POINT
GET DEPOSITIONS
,
coast would be unable to appear before the end of the weelt.
MUST CREATE GOOD FEELiS
WILL
THY
TO REPRIEVE

LODGE SPEAKS A

EXPECT

WORD FOR MR.

10

VILS

their hard hitting first baseman, Victor Safer, in the early part of the sea
son. Saier haB discovered that soreness In) his shoulder Is the result of
injury to bone, or muscle, and will vis-I- t
a specialist at Youngstown, Ohio.
If he is told to stay out of the game
for a time, Fred Mollswitz, a recruit,
will play first base until Saier's return.
LeRoy Reeves, private secretary for
President Tener of the National!
league, visited the Cubs' office today.
It was said that he was on a tour of
the circuit and that no particular business called him here. Governor "Ten
er was to have been a speaKer at a
political banquet tonight, but pressure
of business prevented his coming.
:

KING OPERATED UPON
Stockholm, Sweden, April 9 King
Gustave of Sweden 'was operated on

today at the Sophia hospital here.
The surgeons found that be was suffering from extensive ulceration of
the stomach. The operation, which
was in charge of Professor John .Willi
el ii Bergy a" well known Swedish
surgeon, lasted two hours. It was announced afterwards that J,he king's
condition was satisfactory, although
his majesty was1 weak. The qrieen oc
cupied an apartment In the hospital
during the operation and will stay
there until the king is convalescent.

I!l)8T EXPLAIN ABOUT
,

THEFT

OF BALLOTS

COURT TO INQUIRE AS TO WHO
TOOK OCCASION TO DELAY
LIQUOR ELECTION
Panaj, 111., April 9. Leading citi
zens of Panta township were today
summoned to appear 'before the grand
jury and tell what thoy know of the
holdup of Town Clerk Walter Lester,
early Tuesday morning. Sensattoial
testimony regarding the selzureoof! S,000 blank ballots from Lester may be
given. Liquor dealers here declare
they will contest the election. They
charge that the whole proceeding
Tuesday was a travesty on the election
laws.
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Kraf-chenk- o

foreign-countries-
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Pueblo, Colo., April 9. After break
ing their way from boxcars into- which
they had been locked,' overpowering a
dozen police and railroad detectives,
165 members of the late Kelley army
of the unemployed left a Denver and
Rio Grande freight train two miles
north ,of this city today and marcb- ed back to town, demanding food.- The men were escorted to the city
corral, where the police made arrangements to supply a menu of beans,
bread and coffee. It is planned to
send the army east over the Missouri
Pacific railroad as soon as cars caD
be supplied.
When the train bearing the army
arrived here today, .the cars were
locked and the police planned to
send the train on through to' Denver.
The band, however, objected to this
program and forcibly broke down the
doors of the cars.

MILLIONAIRES B1JY GRANT
April, 9. A neat was clos- COUNSEL FOR
CONDEMNED MEM
ed today whereby the Ramon Vigil
ENDEAVORING.
TO GET EXEGrant
32,000 acres in Santa

Santa. Fe,

Fe and
qf
Sandoval counties h? sold to a, group
of Detroit millionaires for $100,000,
the property to be need for a summer
recreation "cblony. Elaborate
club
houses and bungalow houses are to be
built. The purchasers Include H. B,
Joy of the Packard Motor company.
Paul and David Chay, Ashley Pond
and R. D. Chapin,

WEYERHAEUSER IS BURIED
Rock Island, 111., April 9. Frederick
Weyerhaeuser, the millionaire lumber
k
man, was buried here today in
cemetery beside, his wife. The
funeral services, according to the
rites of the Presbyterian church, were
held at the home of Weyerhaeuser's
daughter, Mrs. S. S. Davis; The Rev.
W. B. Hill of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., a
of Weyerhaeuser, assisted
'
at the services.
Chip-pianoc-

son-in-la-

;

ff'

Russeil
here today by )
gested combined action by states and
f f
by the federal government, particu- club. The ivoi t
larly in financing large irrigation enterprises which ordinarily have dif
ficulty In enlisting individual capital.
At the conclusion of Mr. Jones'
TO TAKE
address considerable time was taken
securing names and addresses of accredited delegates. The assistant' SecAN AUTO JOURNEY
retary then announced that the secretary of the interior had issued a broad
invitation to all persons interested m GOVERNOR
OF NEW MEXICO WILL
Irrigation and that the meetings were
ASSIST IN BOOSTING
open to all. It appeared that officials
FOR GOOD ROADS
delegates from about 15 states were
in attendance.
Denver, April 9. Governors E. M,
Ammons of Colorado and W.' C. Mc
NOT "OUR JIM"
Donald of New Mexico today acceptliolyoke, Miass., April 9. Jamas ed invitations to participate In a so- Thorpe, well known In New England cialibitlty-- . automobile' ;,tour ' through
as a
ball player, was Colorado, 'Texas, Oklahoma; New' Mex
with murder- ico and "Kansas, over the CoIoradoVto-the-Gulf- arrested today-hargeing his wife. It is alleged that he
highway, the Oklahoma and
killed her by cutting her throat with Texas highway and the Santa Fe trail.
a razor. This is not "Jim" Thorpe of The tour will start from Denver, Colo
the'New York Nationals.
rado Springs, and Pueblo on May 4.
It
jarang&fc Ijjnuicpmmerial
8i& principal; .cities In
? ELLIOtV'tO BE HEARD
states- through which the
the
various
Washington, April 9. Chairman El.
'
liott of the New Haven railroad is ex route leads.
The
to
was
invitation
the
governor
pected at the department pjfjustice tomorrow to discuesi ,,the,. personnel of extended by Victor M. Friar and A.
W. Henderson, secretaries
of the
the boards of trustees wKicJ are
take over the Rhode, Island and Con chambers pf commerce of Trinidad
necticut trolleyieyste'ras now owned by and Colorado Springs, respectively.
'
It is the plan of the promoters of
the New Haven.
the tour to have the. governors of
each state traversed accompany the
MEMORIAL TO BUTT
automobilists while the tourists are
'
Augusta, Ga., April 9. Former Pres- inside the state boundaries.
The
ident William H. Taft arrived here to route extends through southern Colowill be one of rado and northern New Mexico Into
day, J The
the speakers Tuesday at the dedicar Texas. Stops have been arranged at
tion of a memorial bridge to Major Fort Worth, Dallas, Austin, GalvesArchibald Butt, who lost his life on ton and Houston. The tourists then
the Titanic.
will proceed through Oklahoma into
Kansas, where the trail leads back to
Colorado by way of Wichita, Hutchin-si- n
WOMEN VOTED WET
9.
and Dodge City.
111.,
re
Joliet,
April
Complete
turns of the election Tuesday, when
.
Joliet was voted wet, showed today
that 18 more women voted wet than
TODAY IN CONGRESS
dry. The woman's vote was 4172 wet
I
I
and 4,154 dry.
.
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INSISTS ON FOOD
BREAKS
OUT OF BOXCARS
PUEBLO AND OVERPOWERS
THE POLICE

,

sug-

I

.

Washington', April

9.

,

Senate:

.Met

SUFFRAGETTES STILL BUSY
at noon.
Belfast, Ireland, April 9. Suffra
Canals committee began hearings
camgettes conttoued their
on
the Panama tolls exemption repeal.
paigu in Ulster today by burning
Senator Kenyan prepared to renew
an old mansion near Carrick- hla attempt to abolish executive sesferg'USk or Belfast Lough.
sions, except for foreign affairs.
Senator Lode spoke In support of
BRYAN RESUMES WORK
the Panama tolls exemption repeal.
Washington, April
Met at noon.
Ho'u'se:
Bryan, who was kept indoors for a
Resumed discussion ca the 'execuweek 'by a hard cold, returned to bis
tive, legislative and judicial appropriadesk today at the state department.
tion bill
fire-bran- d

-

s,

'

COIES!
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DENVER WON'T PROTEST
' AMERICAN
COUNTRIES
of SOUTH
Denver, April 9. The banks
ARE AWAITING MANIFESTADenver will not join in any formal
protest .on the location of the regional
TIONS OF FRIENDSHIP
reserve banks, aa announced recentthe committee of organization.
Denver, Colo., April 9. United ac ly by
Washington, April 9. Senator Lodge
statement
This
was. made today by
tion by state and federal governments
ranking
republican member of the
in financing irrigation projects In the Gordon Jones, chairman of the joint foreign relations committee: address- west was advocated by A. A. Jones, committee of tie Denver Clearing ed the senate today In support of
first assistant secretary of the Inte House association and the chamber President Wilson's Panama canal tolls
commerce.
rior, today in opening the irrigation of
policy. He maintained vigorously the
conference called by Secretary Franklegal right, of the United States to
lin K. Lane.
KRAFCHENKO IS GUILTY
exempt its snipping, foreign as well
Before an audience including stale
as coastwise, from tolls, but asserted
Moredeii,, Man., April.9. John
whose exploits with the Win that "a decent respect to the opin
officers, financiers and Irrigation experts from all parts of the, United nipeg and provincial police have made ions of mankind," and the "distrust,
States and from several
'him notorious throughout
western In some casea dislike," with which the
the representative of the inte- Canada, today was found guilty of the United States is regarded abroad, de
rior .department was given enthusias- murder of Manager H. M., Arnold of manded prompt repeal of the exemp:
'
tic and repeated applause as he out- the Bank of Montreal branch at Plum tion clause of the canal act.
lined the policy for the financial re- Coulee and the theft of $5,000 Decern-be- r
"Whether we shall insist upon giv
habilitation of irrigation in the west.
3. The jury was out less than ing to our ships tw oor three millions
"If possible we should make invest two hours.
of dollars in a disputed way is, in
ments in irrigation projects safe," de- - r
my conception, a small question com
clared Mr., Jones. "We should lighten
pared to j the larger Issues involved
SANDS WILL." CHALLENGE.
the financial burden upon the settlers
New York, Apva S. Charles" E. The senator said:
who ultimately pay the cost. We
"When the year 1909 operit:-ithe
Sands of the New York Racquet and
should provide them with cheap
United
States
a
and
chal-ilioccupied
a
higher
won
club
to
.the right
Tennis
money; but y6u can't raise cheap
Gouid
American stronger position among the nations
lenge
Jay
of the earth than at any period in our
money without good security."
amateur court !nir

une assistant secretary then

GUNMEM

'

' FIFTEEN STATES ARE 'REPRE
SAIER IS DISABLED
SENTED AT THE WESTERN IRChicago, April 9. The Chicago Na
tionals are likely to be deprived of
RIGATION MEETING

AS-

reb-elB.-

9,

HANDLE

MONEY CAREFULLY

PUT OFF

CUTION
New

York,

wer&

Aprir'a.--Tliftr- e

persistent rumors today .'to the,' effect
that at least one of the Tour gunmen,
who are to die at Sing Sing Mondajr
morning for the part they played ii

the murder of Herman Rosenthal,
would confess. The rumors
could not be traced to thedr source.
Joseph A, Shay, counsel for, Charles-Becker- ,
the former police lieutenant,
convicted of instigating the murder,,
but saved by higher court rulings, said
he might go to the prison some time-todaand endeavor to get statements
from the four men to be used by the
defense at the second trial of Becker.
In case the condemned men decline to
make statements to him, be has prepared an application to the supreme,
court for an order requiring the appointment of a commission to tali
their depositions. In either event it.
was said, the execution of th-- H - nten-ccs would not be delayed. ."
.
Although Governor Glynn lias' twice. ':
refused to grant a reprieve, tho faraiJ--ieof the gun men and their couu-- "
r,

St. Petersburg, April 9. The Rus
sian minister of .finance, during the
session of the budget committee of
history. Never before had our rela the
duma, today drew the attention of
tions wits' the states of Central and
the committee toi the expediency of
.
...
(i:iu-:y'ia.;tlu 'disudi'&l' of rifflat u.-- gl'i
ty.wanK,
ed as If the shadow of suspicion, 11c
.
.
?i t.
i
funds, declaring that the money c
"
uop louay. .tvery iueai.fr
i
which, owing to our dominant and at
be required for military pur known to the law will be employe!
might
times domineering power, had darken
from now imtll Monday, Walile 'de
ed and chilled our relations with the poses.
clared.
had at last
people of
Today be will send a memorandum
been lifted. This great position and
to Governor Glynn, on the Iater's reINDIAN
IS
this commanding influence have been
fusal to grant a reprieve. The memolargely lost,
randum wilt take the form of aa ar"I am not in the councils of Presi
OPPOSED TO UQU03 gument in answer to the governor's
dent Wilson, but I believe that during
reasons for his refusal.
the past year the present position ot
The rumors
the expected
the United States in its foreign re DECLARES IT SHOULD NOT BE confession had regarding
it that the one gun
lations has become very apparent to
SOLD IN THE PUEBLO UNman most likely to talk was "Gyp the "
DER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES
him, as it has to other responsible
Blood" Horowitz.
and reflecting men and with this ap
An alibi affidavit for
Frank"
Santa Fe. April 9,. "The sale of Cirofici, the existence of"Dago
preciation of our present position has
which was
come the earnest wish to retrace gome liqiuor to the Indians is Increasing and rumored
yesterday, will be sent to the
of our steps at least, and to regain, must be stopped to save the Pueblos governor with Wahles'
memorandum.
so far as possible, the high plans from ruin," declared Juan P. Lente, The affidavit la
signed by Frederick
Isof
Indian
which we formerly occupied."
of
the
governor
pueblo
Roe, a special officer In a Harlen
The speaker declared that "rightly eta, here today. Governors of other dance hall. Reo
says that on th
or wrongly other nations have come pueblog are organizing a campaign
night Rosenthal was killed be took a
to" believe that we niakle our Internaagainst the deadly fire water.
note from a woman, who had been ar
Lente and many other Pueblos are rested on a
tional .relations- the sport o politics.
charge of disorderly conExpressing the opinion that the views here a9 witnesses before the federal duct, to the borne of
"Dago Frank"
cases
of other nations should be considered 'court in a large number of
and met "Dago FrakN 't'bcre. It was
in , deciding the tolk? exemption, Sen charging liquor, traffic among the In
then 1:55 o'clock in the morning,,
.: diana. The
ator Lodge said : .
governorsi have pledged about the time Rosenthal was mur
"T am leneouraged to; believe that ''I their
to the "Indians com
dered.
.
am right in sp thinking because 1 missioner to stamp out the traffic.
The memorandum atso calls thehave the warrant and authority of the
governor's attention to the fact that
authors.' of !:the declaration of inde
ten of the 12 jurors wrho convJctea.
When
pendence.
Jefferson, framed CHINESE BRIOANDS
the gunmen expressed themselves in
that instrument he declared that the
favor of a reprieve.,
impelling reason for making the dec
laration was a descent respect for the
Governor Is Obdurate
opinions of mankind."
Albany, N. Y., April 9. The wlve
He referred to the long delay in the
ot
Louis Rosenberg (Lefty Louis),
senate in ratifying . the arbitration
treaties arguing that this led other PEOPLE ARE SLAUGHTERED AND and Harray Horowitz (Gyp the Blood)
THEIR HOMES RANSACKED
and. the mother of John Seidwrnh-en- r,
nations to' believe that "we seemed
BY "WHITE WOLF"
(Whltey Lewis) came here tocause
to
abandon
of
arbitra
the
ready
t
to
plead with Governor Glynn foc
day
idolted as if our treaties
tion when-iof the four gunmen. Th&
lives
the
,: 9.
under
April
rrlsands
Peking,
to
of
the arbitration
might bring Jis
the notorious "White Wolf" today kill- governor declined to see them, '1 i:
questions) wbich we did' not desire to
of the women. left the .capitol in tears.
have decided by an impartial tribu ed hundreds of inhabitants
towns of Huh Sien, Chow Cbib and
nal"
'.. sNEW CONSULS NA,'.,..J
The outcry about exhibiting sub Meih Sien, in the vicinity of Sian Fu,
9
Si province.
Shen
of
I
Washington,
They
Ajutl
Ir
capital
or
Britain
Great
to
any
serviency
the
towns
made
Wilson
three
after
consular
looted
ami
capturing
today
other country because we eee fit to
;
repeal the tolls exemption, seems to them, and are sweeping the entire diplomatic nominations, tmln
following:
me hardly worthy o? serious consider- country round about.
Socond secretary "C t'- - e- - '
All foreigners residing at outsta-tion- s
y i
ation. The United States is altogeth
to
Sian
ordered
D. Kuban, d
Fu,
have been
Mexico, Wan-eer too great and too powerful to. be
where a column of 3.500
regular chusetts, now third h t , Ty 1 r t
subservient to any one."
Third secretary irt''1
The speaker gave it as bis opinion troops has arrived. Further reinf I
Mexico, John C. Wlut.
that under the terms of the treaty the forcements have been sent.'
'
Consul general ot
United Statos has the legal right to
'
"DOWN
no
SOUTH"
COLD
Totten
matter
c
of
exempt American vessels, no
what trade they are engaged in.
Memphis, Tenn., April 9. Freezing Montevideo.
weat.hnr and near freezing temperaTo be consuls, nevi ,
t
Public Hearings Begun
Public hearings' were begun today tures were reported from West Ten- F. P.oylo, Atlanta. ( . i C ' ,
before the senate canals commits on nessee, Arkansas, Mississippi and duras; B. Harvey
" '
I ' ,
tho repral of the Panama tolls exemp Oklahoma by the local weather bureau ion, Texas, at Vet
tion. Senators who have Introduced today. Indications are that much fru;t Camon, Clonellyn. 1 , (
bills and resolutiona on tin subject and vegeiabies in esprawd places was tv
Honiiunt!
were first heard.' Sena! or Norris, re killed.
-
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TWO

1

IIARVABD AND

SENT TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES

SLID

OF

TAHITI
Vaet Amounts of British CapltJ
vested, in Colonies and In

REPARIfIG FOR

In-

APRIL

THURSDAY,

9,

1914.

W MANY

North America.

ACTIVITIES

La Vou'LoodingSiora

,

WATCH OUR

WINDOWS
ON
'
South SidoPloja
Eatallishod 166t
of
to
Files
Invading
Fight
Army
to
Take first the capital supplied
Sea Country.
new countries for the development of
Caterpillar Hosts.
their railways, their oil fields, their
rubber plantations, their agriculture.
Today tne same raraane nnicn We all remember the political catch- Scientists of the Department of Agri
Cook Found It, When a Century
word of "capital going abroad," and
culture Are Making Extensive Prepand a Half Ago He Put Into
the campaign against British Invest-ments,THE LAND IS USED FOR ALMOST
arations for the Coming ConBETWEEN
THE RELATIONSHIP
Pao-Pa-o
to Water Ship.
the
and
controlled
organized
by
flict Millions on Each Side.
EVERY CONCEIVABLE PURCRIMSON
THE
YALE AND
unionist party, remarks the London
POSE, SAY OFFICIALS
GROWS BETTER YEARLY
New York.-Tthe average traveler Chronicle; The unionist leaders and, Washington. Scientists of the de
From now until Easter we are giving a fine Silk Petticoat
Tahiti remains the lie inconnu. The the unionist
of the ex- partment of agriclture are busy at
fre
with, every suit purchased at this store. Every little new
to
Almost every conceivable use
Professor Briggs, chairman of the ourlst is not expected there; he ia chequer solemnly told the tountry that present preparing tor one of the great
con
demands
He
the
wars
within
ever
frill
with
which
and
land
is
be
est
In
his
was
suspicion.
put
represented
fought
safer abroad than at home,
money
pleat that has been brought out the last fow weeks is
regarded
njay
Harvard Athletic; association.
bath-tuundreamed of in and there is no doubt that the invest- fines of North America. While war in the permits reported by the forest
article
the
here
touches
improvop
annual report
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be the pivot of another's
may
they
tour
Rhode
Ialand,
through
sketching
difficult
chanced one day upon a picturesque life and that's always very no
more
are
to
realize
and
remember
old barn, so alluring to his eye that he
than a faintly penciled drawsat down on a- stone wall and imme- to youYou
ing.
may 'be Introduced to them
diately set to work.
and
again
again, know all their relaHe soon became aware that he had
their
tions,
personal history, admire
two spectators In the persons of the
and approve. But that is all. It is
farmer and his wife, who had come to no use
arranging meetings; striving
watch him.
to know each other better: you'll nevPresently the artist discovered that er get any nearer.
he had lost his rubber eraser, and,
Love and friendship are as inevwishing to correct an error In the itable as all else in this Inevitable
sketch, he went up to the farmer's world. You may first meet at the anwife and asked her if he might have tipodes and each go opposite ways
a piece of dry bread. This, as is unl- - perhaps without even speaking. But
versally known, made a good eraser. if you are native to each other you
The farmer's wife looked at him will meet again and again. People
with an expression of pity not un lose half their energy in contriving
mixed with surprise.
and planning. They are like men who
"Dry bread!" she repeated. "Well, would try to hurry on an express train
I guess you won't have to put up with by getting out and pushing: or to
dry bread from me, young man. I've use a very homely simile like cer
got sons of my own out in the world. tain impatient persons, who, instead
Tou come right into the kitchen with of waiting for a bus, lmagine they
me, and I'll give you a nice slice of save time by walking on so that it
fresh bread with butter on it. No, not may overtake them. From "Simp
a word," she continued, raising her son," by Elinor Mordaunt
hand to ward off his expostulations
"I don't care how you came to this
Trick of Ski Jumping.
state, nor anything about it; all I
The art of
is not so
know is you're hungry and I've never
yet allowed anybody to leave my easy as it looks before trying, nor so
house craving food." Lipplncott's hard to learn as it might appear after
the first attempt. At the start, or
Magazine.
takeoff, come down as though you
were coasting on the ski, then at the
Individual or Group.
moment of the take-of- f
body
The words, never should be con well forward from the bend thethrow
hips and
oected by a disjunctive conjunction. as much of the
weight as possible into
The proper word between the nouns the
knees. As you leave the edge of
Is "and," not "or." The caption above
the jump straighten quickly at the
Implies that the terms can be separat hips and secure as much as possible
ed, and they cannot. The question the
straight out into
was asked the other day if the growth the effect of Jumping
air. While in the air hold the arms
of group life was destroying the worth as still
gs possible in the position that
of the individual. The reply was giv- best
the balance, keep the
preserves
en by a business man who told of a ski
points slightly down, as near as
request that bad come to him the day
possible parallel with the slope of the
before for a man to stand at the cen- hill.
body should be perpendlcu
ter of a big group at a salary that lar toThe
the slope and the skis kept
makes a minister rub his eyes. The well
together. On landing, advance
great need of the organized group was one ski a far as
possible without upan individual. The two cannot' be
the knee of the leg
setting,
bending
sundered. The young man who says that Is advanced.
Keep the skis tothat there is no longer any chance
and parallel. The rest Is prac
gether
for the Individual does not know the tice and more
practice. Outing.
facts. Each is necessary to the other.
The proper conjunction Is "and." Get
The Dancing Bushman.
that into your mind, young man, and
That wonderful Bushman who lived
then make good. The Congregation al- for several years at Kimberley and re1st,
sisted the temptation to learn a word
of English, Dutch or "any known
Ireland's 81gnposts,
Ireland Is the country for useless South African language," while conIn his own unknown
signposts. During the last few years versing isvolubly
there has been an outbreak of Gaelic tongue, now back from Paris. Once
more he has been put under the mi,'League activity in the country. Among
other manifestations it has taken the croscope, the horoscope and. all the
form of erecting signposts with Gaelic other instruments of the Cambridge
laboratory. Professor
inscriptions. There is one such in the Anthropological
little village of Omeath, in County Duckworth assures us that this Is not
only a Bushman, but a "type of Bush'Louth. It directs the traveler to
and to Newry but it directs man unrecognized hitherto." We sushim in an unknown tongue. It is not pect, however, that he will go down
to history, or whatever may be his
easy to see what useful purposes is
destiny, as the Little Legpuller. For
jserved by such a signpost. For the our
Bushman signalized his reception
Inhabitant knows his way without any
such assistance and the English-speakin- at Cambridge by giving "an exhibition
traveler is unable to find It of dancing to a large audience in the
new examination hall of the univer' unless he
happens to consult one of
ithe villagers, not one of whom so far sity." With the tango all the rage,
las I have been able to discover1 can why not establish a chair of dancing
either read or speak a single word of at Cambridge and Install this already
outh African! South
distinguished
Gaelic. London Chronicle.
Africa.
All the
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Legal Tangle.
The day. was drawing' to

a

close.

Judge, Jurors, witnesses and lawyers
were growing weary, says the Theoso-phica- l
Path. Finally the counsel for
the prosecution rose to examine the
defendant.
"Exactly how far ta it between the
,two towns." asked the lawyer, ia a
weary voice.
The defendant yawned, and replied:
("About four miles as the cry flows."
"No doubt," said the man of law,
"you mean as the flow cries."
The Judge leaned forward. "No," he
remarked, suavely, "he means aa the
fly crows."
Then all three looked at one another, feeling that something waa
wrong somewhere.

CAUTION

Strenuous Exertion of Any Kind la
Not for Those Who Have Reached
Middle Age.

The dancing craze has brought up
jnce more the question of 'exercise
Cor middle-agepeople, and both sides
have been taken with fervor. A professional strong mad Is quoted as saying that golf is too severe for men
who come to it late,, and recommend
of complete rest rath
ing a week-ener than exercise for people of years
vho feel run down. " Perhaps that is
the safer side to take if one must
generalize, but generalizations upon
3ich a question are very difficult. Age
Is not properly to be measured in
ears, but in the actual condition of
the individual; so great are the effects of heredity, habits, environment,
etc., that a man of plxty and one of
forty may be contemporaries. But cer
tainly after middle life is reached it
la the part of prudence to make sure
that there are no weak spots before
suing in for a more active life. There
is something in the saying that a man
ia as young as he feels, but one is
apt at times to feel younger than
he is, and in one of these paroxysms
of youthfulnesa, such as the contagion
of the tango may bring on, he can eas
ily by Indiscretion do himself an Injury. No doubt those who stand most
in need of caution are those who in
youth have been noted for strength,
agility and skill, and who have long
!ed a sedentary life. They are apt to
be impulsive and energetic: they have
a pride in physical accomplishment
and a 1iigh standard; what seems to
them a mere romp may be really a
severe tax upon vital organs long accustomed
to inactivity. Springfield
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Jefferson Reynolds,
E. D. Raynolds, Vice

Details of How
Road's Are Built

Some

Present

S. B. Davis, Vice

Hallot Raynolds, Cashier.

TRIAL FOR

New

President

President.

H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Casbier.

BRIBERY

White Not Rich fe
Capital, When Compared to Some
Other Countries, Will Finance
MR. BILBO OF MISSISSIPPI
Large Share of Work.
SAID TO HAVE SOLD HIS

Austria-Hungar-

d

Vienna--

official of the

Austro-Hungaria-

bank,

n

the great state Institution la thii
country, I received some details about
the- building of a number of new railroads and the Improvement of exist
ing ones in the Balkan countries, espeIs In
cially so far as Autsr
volved
Although the dual monarchy
is not rich In capital, when compared
to some .other countries, she will yet
undertake a considerable share of the
work. This will last for five years
and more, and the money to be invested will altogether amount to not
-

than

less

INFLUENCE

part of a hlgt

the

On

$600,000,000.

This money will be taken' up In the
shape of loans, and the loans will be
floated in Paris, Vienna, Berlin and
London. All the Balkan countries, including Bulgaria and Albania, will ob
tain such loans. Railroad construction
will necessarily not begin until after
the various loans have been obtained.
Albania's new roads the first that
country will have will connect with
those of Greece and Servia, one line
being from Monastir to Durazzo, another from Valona to Janlna. If the
line Is really
projected Danube-Adri- a
built by Austrian capital which is
doubtful, because it wouldn't pay for
years to come there would be direct
railroad connection between Vienna
and Albania, The completion of the
Trans-Balkaline, a Bulgarian work,
and which is to go as far as Dedea-gatcon the Aegean, and to connect
with the Roumanian lines will give
Bulgaria a perfect railroad system.
above all, requires much
Greece,
capital for railroads, notably in her
new territory. . The Servian road en
terprises will all be capitalized by
France. Greece will for the first time
n

IS

FIRST NATIONAL BANC
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Vicksburg, Miss., April 9. The case
of Lieutenant Governor Theodore G.
Bilbo, whose arrest and Indictment
some time ago on a charge of receiving and soliciting bribes In connection with pending legislation created a profound sensation in Mississippi, came up in court here today for
trial. The trial will be followed with
keen Interest because of the important bearing the outcome will have
on the political situation in this state.

CapsJal,

$100,00$ Sarplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.

Iri every department of Banking we
axe prepared to give the best of service

interest Pzld ca Tims Bcpstsite

The. arrest of Lieutenant Governor
Bilbo In the early part of
came es 'a climax to

lat

Decem-he- r

a series

of

events that had stirred Mississippi for
months. More than four years ago
the legislature undertook to Investigate charges of bribery. Bilbo, then
a state representative, sprang ' into
the limelight by confessing that he
received an alleged bribe of $640. He
was exonerated of the charges on the
strength of his statement that he had
accepted the money to entrap the sup
posed bribers.
During the 1912 session of the leg'
islatura an attempt was made to create a new county in the "delta." According to charges and counterchang-e- s
published from time to time in
Mississippi newspaipers, efforts out of
the ordinary course were made to
bring about the passage of the bill.
Detectives were employed to investigate the charges and telephonic devices, it is known were freely used.
As a result of the investigation
Lieutenant Governor Bilbo was lndlct
ed on a charge of deceiving $200 and
agreeiue to receive $2,000 more to
use his influence to secure the passage of the bill creating the new coun
ty. G. W. Hobbs, a prominent, mem
ber of the state senate, was Indicted
jointly with Lieutenant Governor
ilbo. Hobbs has already been tried
and acquitted.
Both Bilbo and Hobbs declare that
the charges against them were Inspired by politics. After Bilbo was
exonerated in 1910 he aligned himself
with what was known as the'Varda- man faction, which is opposed to
; that headed by Earl Brewer, the pres
ent governor. Moreover, Bilbo i3 an
avowed cpndidate .for the governor
ship at the next election.
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
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AND RETAIL
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Play and Mental Arithmetic
About Equal Quantities Met
With In Life.

Problem
In

Life is an even mixture of problem
play and mental arithmetic. The other
fellow is a perplexing problem and
sometimes a vexing one. It is astonishing that he does no better. He does
nothing but make a mess of things.
Experience to you is never a
breakfast food. ,It is a nut to
crack, and only good mental digestion
will get away with it after you get to
the meat. Everything that happens to
you Is backed by a rule. Its start and
finish are the inexorable logic of applied or misapplied principle. That is
where you do your figuring. Lightning calculators have been known to
figure ahead. That is where the saying of looking before leaping comes
from. It Is the spiritual parallel of
Intricate calculus. Some people nevei
were good at figures. Life keeps
sweet because there never was anybody who did not like to try.
predi-geste-
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Doll Collectors.
A great many people collect dolls for
their own pleasure, and at the moment the collection of china puppets Is
popular. A variety to add to the store
are the newly introduced' pantomime
folk, charmingly rendered in the traditional raiment of the
Christmas trio.
Columbine is the demurest little
charm; her
lady with a
sleek black hair is parted in the cea-t- r
and she has on a white frock loop
ed up with bunches or rosebuds and
s
and
foliage. She is poised on
looks, with her downcast eyes and
folded hands, the nicture of fascina
tion and conquetry. Harlequin is Jusl
the harlequin of one's dreams, slen
der as a reed, inconsequent,
and skin
His
tight suit Is a vivid contrast to pool
nld nantaloon's white and baggy cloth
ing, and to that subservient and much
Inlnred ancient is riven Just the ex
presslon that provokes others to make
him the butt of their loonsn joros.
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The Hlaher Life.
concern has solved
tne problem which confronts many
hu-Ebusiness houses of providing a
recreation spot for their employes, by
utilizing the roof of its new ounaing.
In one section of the space the men
and boys play Indoor baseball behind
strong wire netting. A continuation
of this snace. roofed over and fur
nlshed with plenty of comfortable
nnd settees and made attract
ive with flower stands and palms, la
a lounging room and smoker; and this
opens into the dining-room- .
Tfnnma for the use of women em
ployes, a library and a rest room and
an emergency hospital are on tne
other side of the building, and open
ing from this section Is a roof garden
e
exclusively ror women s use. wina-lnwalks are bordered with flowers
and palms, and in them the women
and girls may saunter during their
recreation hour, traze far out over the
city and lake, and forget the "nerves"
sharpened by the daily grind.
A

ha

Chicago

the secret stores of the thrifty of one
thousand years ap or the ruins of
some ancient disbursing office. There
is a great deal of hidden treasure in
the earth, and if Ethelred pennies are
to be found in veins It would pay Eng
lish capitalists to start mining opera
tions.

THE OLD RELIABLE
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Rheumatic Pains Relieved
Why suffer from rheumatism when
relief may be had at so email a cost?
Mrs. Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., writes,
"I have ibeeui subject to attacks of
rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's
Liniment always relieves me imme- Reliable Foley's Honey and Tar Com- ATTOKNT3Y8
diately, and I take pleasure in recpound
HUNKER & HUNKER
j
Just be sure that you buy Foley's
ommending it to others." 25 and 50
cent bottlesu For sale by all dealers. Honey and Tar Compound It is a George A. Hunaer. Cheater A. Haasi
;
f
Attorneya-at-LaAdv.
reliable medicine for coughs, colds,
Nsw Ksxla
oroup, whooping coughs, bronchial and Las Vegas,
Nothing So Good for a Cough or Cold la igrippe coughs, which are weakenWhen you have a cold you want ing to the system. It also gives
I
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
the best medicine obtainable eo as to prompt and definite results for hoarse
I
Dentist
.
t
get rid of it with the least possible de- ness, tickling throat and stuffy wheezy
work of any description at
Dental
O. G. Schaefer and Red
lay. There are many who consider breathing.
I
moderate prices
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy unsur- Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Office Phom
Room 1, Center Block.
passed. Mrs. J. Boroff, Elida, Ohio,
Main SSL Residence Phona Mala 41.
says, "Ever since my daughter Ruth Profesional Health Culture for Ladles
f
East Las Vegas, New Mexlea
was cured of a severe cold and cough
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy two General Massage, Hair and Scalp
MONUMENT. CO j
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK
years ago, I have felt kindly disposed
I
of that
toward the manufacturers
cure, Chiropody.
Albuquerque, N. K.
B.
215
so
Central
j
I
Steam
know of nothing
preparation.'
Laundry Building
23 Tears Practical Experience,
Phone Vegas 128
quick to relieve a cough or cure a
W. W. BOWEE"
cold." For sale by all dealers. Adv. Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m. E. A. JONES

Sole Agents

w

narti-colore- d

Heart of New York.
Pennies Worth Much.
So much is heard of the heartless-nes- s
The familiar old English saying,
of New York business men that "Take care of the pennies and the
it is refreshing to hear another side Of pounds will take care of themselves,
the story. A young woman had been proves its worth whenever a big coin
employed by a large wholesale house collection Is sold. In London a few
for three months. It was her first days ago a penny coined in the reign of
position. She became ill, aad, believ- Ethelred brought $500 (100) by auc
ing that conditions surrounding her tlon. One which was minted when Al
work were unsuitable to her, resigned. fred was king was sold for $200. These
The firm then sent a check for two were coins dug out of "finds," either
weeks' salary and wrote that when
she recovered if they could help her
In any way, either financially or to secure another position, she was to call
uoon them. Fortunately she didn't
have to, and now no one dares to tell
her that New York is cruel and heartless to the struggling newcomer.
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In Old Vienna.

obtain railroad connection with the
European network, both with Vienna
and with Paris. Several of these projected Usee will give Austrian and
Hungarian export readier and more
varied access to the Aegean, the
Adriatic the Black and the Indian
seas.
For some time the Austro-Hun- garlan government has been on the
track of unscrupulous emigration
agents who have facilitated. the egress
of persons who for some reason or
other were not legally entitled to
leave the country, such as young men
about to serve In the army. Lately,
many hundreds of arrests were made.
The evidence shows that there has
been ail along a whole flourishing in
dustry, the chief centres being In
Vienna, Trieste, Flume, Lemberg, Prague, Cracow, Budapest, Grosswardeln
and some smaller places. Govern
ment detectives ferreted out the
facts, and they are certainly astounding enough. The wholesale manufacture 'of forged documents of all kinds,
enabling the holders to pass the
scrutiny of the government agents at
the frontiers and in the harbor towns,
seems to have been carried on by
notaries, lawyers, and in not a few
cases by municipal or provincial officials.
So far the worst cases that came to
the sufrace were ascertained In
Vienna and Grosswardeln.
Hurt During Initiation.
A "spanker," containing a dynamite ca, which was
being used during the initiation ol
Lee Phares, a merchant, into a frawith such
ternal order, exploded
force that a serious wound was in-
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Elkins, W. Va.

flicted.
Wife In Jatl Too Muefw
Huntington, W. Vk Alleging his
spouse failed to perform her wifely
duties because of spending too much
time in Jail, Grant Lowe of this city
sued for a divorce.
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FOUR

mandate of secrecy which has hither-to surrounded executive sessions.
It may be that there are times when
things are said and done in a secret
session that would not "look well" or
"sound well" If said and done in pub- tic. But there are more occasions
when secrecy Is demanded by official
Not even the insurgents
expediency,
deny that matters vitally affecting the
country's relations with foreign nations should not ibe given too early
publicity. And there are good reasons
why the discu3sion of charges against
appointees, for instance, should not
always be spread broadcast. It is
not so much a matter of doing things
that fear the light of day as of facilitating the transaction of business of
a nature that would he ' h41""61"6,1 DT
publication. The "open
door" policy, unquestionably is advisable whenever it can wisely be pursued. Official business transacted behind closed doors, however, is not for
that reason open .to just suspicion, for
there are some thinga that have to be
done behind closed doors and which
could not be well done if the doors
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ed for the sake of sport itself, the
foremost dangers that now lurk- in the
'
struggle to win would vanish com
is
doubtless too late to reIt
pletely.
form thaw who have been saturated
with the current notions that athle- Ijcs are synonymous with a fight for
sapremacy. In our schools, however,
the element of contest involving a
mere matching of strength ought to
be fundamentally
eradicated. The
play of children represents the truest QUEER FACTS ARE LEARNED CON- ideal of athletic sport. Graceful exe
)
CERNING PREHISTORIC NEW
I
' " .
cution ot movement and mild rivalry
MPYiriMe
for perfection can be associated with
forms of athletics of Increasing diffiSanta Fe, April 9. That the prehisculty in performance. To develop a toric cliff dweller dn New Mexico
graded sequence from the easiest herded turkeys like the modern Nava-
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and for these reasons

Calumet Baking

Powder is first in the
hearts of the millions
of housewives who
use it and know it.World's Pom food Eipuitiae,
Cbieavo, Illinois.
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tered grains of corn were found in
some quantity in the Tularosa cave
where it had evidently been placed
with burials. One cob is of 18 rows.
The grains arr smooth and snort,
of yellow, blue and carmine, but much
faded by aging. Beans or apparently
three varieties were among the valuable food resources of the tribes of
the upper Gila drainage. The banana
like fruits of the datil, and tunas from
cacti of several epecies were consumed as food, as no doubt were the
wild gooseberry and other fruits In
season along the mountains. It is
known, also,, from specimens found,
tlistft the roasted leaves of the agave,
which furnish an agreeable ewec-mit, were eaten by these Indians.
Thse wild grape grew abundantly along
the streams. Small acorns, walnuts
t

Pins
WatchChains
for the Belt
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Chains
...
Sautoir
Chains

Friendship
Bracelets
AT TAUPERT'S

liik
sity, President W. H. Bruce of the
North Texas Normal school, and F.
M. Bralley, director of the extension
of the University ; ot
department
Texas.
FARMERS AND UNIONS MAY JOIN
Chicago, April 9. Possible effects
of the proposed interpretation of the
law in regard to
Sherman anti-trufarmers' organizations will be discuss-- ,
ed at the second annual conference
on marketing and farm credits, which
is to be held in this city next week.
A defensive alliance between union
labor and the farmers may be an
st

outgrowth of the conference, as a result of the admission of representatives of organized labor to the sessions.

j.
MEN

ADVERTISING
TEXAS TEACHERS CONVENE
Wichita Falls, Tex., April 9. Wichita Falls today became the center of
interest for the public school teachers
throughout this section of the state,

the occasion being the opening of the
annual convention ot the Northwest
Texas Teachers' Association.. A.' large
attendance an attractive program combine to give promise of one of the
most profitable meetings in the history of the association. Well known
educators who will he heard during
the three days' session include President S. P. Brooks of Baylor unlver- -
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Dry Goods, Suits, Shoes, Hats, Goats3E3
Dresses, Men's and Boys' Furnishings LZD
Aprjl 4 to April 12
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Dependable b Merchandise

Interesting Price Concessions for Easter
Week on Suits, Coats and Dresses
,

ISQO Coa.ts or Suits
17.50 Coasts or Suits
20.00 Coasts or Suits
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25.00 Cocxts or Suits
27.00 Coasts or Suits
30.00 Coasts or Suits;
35.00 Coatts or Suits
40.00 Coevts or Suits

Com-poun- d,
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i
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Indianapolis, Ind., April 9. Noted
advertising experts from all sections
of the country are in' Indianapolis attending a joint meeting of the central
division of the Associated Advertising
Clubs of America and the national
executive committee of the organization. The meeting began today and
will continue through the remainder of
the week. The program provides for
addresses by a number of noted advertising men in addition to the transaction of a large amount of business
relating to the affairs of the organization.
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and pinyon and juniper nuts were recovered from the caves.
Sculptures
"Occasionally sculptures of exceptional form are found in this region.
One of these, is the most noteworthy
object of dta class from this region,
representing a turtle in high relief
on a slab of brownish, tufa.' T wo others from the same locality also show
rather ambitious' efforts at sculpture
in the ground. A remarkable specimen in the Natipnal museum is a
small mortar of very hard rock, representing a coiled snake and. there
is also a snake tablet."
Highest Culture In southwest ,
"On account of its exceptional situation and the fertility of its land,
the Tularosa Valley, maintained a
considerable population in ancient
times and, as if reflecting a life of
abundance and Isolation, there are
found evidences, of one of the highest cultures in the southwest. Cray
ware Was abundant here and excelled
that of any other region. The paste
is fine and was dextrously fashioned
Into vessels which show a greater
inventiveness in the production of
forms than is met with elswhere.
"There occur in the ruins of the Gila
region and alsp other ancient Pueblo
s
localities, small, rude pottery
of animals, such as. prairie dogs,
birds, cats and these are in sufficient
number to giva rise 'o the belief
that they are not mere children's 'toys
or crude efforts, of the small potter.
The difficulty of explaining their intent is much increased by the absence
of such objects in graves, shrine;
and
caves, ceremonial rooms, etc,
their prevalence in the filled in areas
around open air villages." They rep
resent several speteies of animals, are ,
usually perforated 'pngltradinally, and
are generally in a fragmentary condition.
The perforation would indicate that they were strong and. were
perhaps worn as a fetish."
,
Child Clasps Doll In Death
Specimens of basket ware were taken out of the caves of the region.
There were also a number of mummies including that of a child whose
clothing consisted of a sleeveless
jacket of rabbit fur and a waist garment mane oi preuiy uuwu icamcio
of blue jay. Dried food, a small election of wild cat skin and a doll made
of a core of ord from the wool of
the mountain goat, were at the side
of the child mummy, a pathetic proof
that ."there were children In those
days" and that they were children like
unto those 01 today.
'
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games of early youth to the vigorous
complex feats of middle life is a
scheme well worth consideration on
the part of those to whose care the
physiology of exercise is entrusted. A
pian of regulated physical
exercise might, serve to retain some
of the personal s.est for outdoor sports
which is now too frequently lost in
the misplaced enthusiasm for the dangerous athletic extravagances of a se
lected few.

jo herds sheep is the assertion made
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seum, an advance copy of which was
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
Miss Theresa McKenzle, a school
teacher in Albuquerque, came la last
night and will visit friends here for
a short time.
Mr. and Mrs. Sig Nahm returned
last night from Santa Rosa and Gonzales where they have been visiting
friends and relatives for a short time.
"
Judge G. A. Richardson of the
Fourth Judicial district, came in last
night from Roswell to attend the regL
ular monthly meeting of the state
asylum board.
Mrs. R. Hamilton Rapp and daughter, Miss Helen,, of Santa Fe, arrived
in Las Vegas this" afternoon and will
be 'the guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. T.
Hoskins for some time,
Ed Dowllng, trainmaster for the
northern district of the New Mexico
division of the Santa Fe Railway company, came in this afternon from Ra-tofor a short business visit here.

Jones left this afternoon
for Watrous for a short business visit.
S. B. Rohrer came In this afternoon
from a short business visit In Watrous.
Craig Harris, representative for the
Texas Oil company of New Orleans,
La., came in last night for a short business visit. " '. '"''
Miss Gertrude Kohn left last night
for Boston, Mass., and other parts of
the east where she will visit fclr
several months.
: G. B.' Randell
of Devils Lakes, N.
D Is In Laa Vegas and will remain
here for, several weeks as a visitor.
He may locate here.
B. P. Robinson and hie brother, M.
P. Robinson, came la yesterday from
Wagon Mound and Will be business
visitors here for aNShort time.
Mrs. J. J. Bergmans of Mora came
In last night and will be in the city
for several days. Mrs. Bergmans is
the wife of Dr. J. J, Bergmans of Mora., She came here to meet her parents, who recently came over from
their home in Holland.
Secundino Romero returned this afternoon from El Paso, where he visited for a short time. He was accompanied to the Border City by Mrs.
Romero, who will remain there for
some time. Mr. Romero told of the
pitiful: sight of the Spaniards coming
over ' to El Paso from Juarez and
Torreon with practically., no- - personal
He said the sight was Inbelongings.
teresting, though the condition of the
foreigners was sad.
Dr. G. M."

PERSONALS
C. P. Wright of Chicago was a business vieitor hero today.
Ted Ericsoji of Pecos, N. M-- , came

In last night for.a short business visit.
H. B. Roeder arrived la Las Vegas
last night for a short business visit
here.
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Sinich of Chicago,
111., arrived in lias Vegas last night
for a several days' stay.'
.
Mies Ruth Thoropklnia of Albuquerque arrived In Las Vegas last night
for a short visit with friends In this
tclty.-

-

'.!

'.

Simon Bacharach returned yesterbusiness vis-I- t
day evening from a shorjf
at the Bacharach- - Brothers agency

at

'

Mora.
O. P. Carr and J. E. Dunn of Ros- -

well arrived In' the city last night and
will be business visitors here for eev-ordays.
C, A. Wheelonl of Santa Fe came in
last night for a short business visit
In the city. He is an osteopath of the
Ancient City.
V Assistant Superintendent of Public
Instruction Flladelfo Baca left yesterday for Wagon Mound, where he will
conduct an examination in the city
schools.
Mrs. Adolphus Busch and a party
of friends and relatives will pass
through Las Vegas tonight on the way
to St. Louis from California. Mrs.
Busch Is traveling in a private car.
,
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NOVELTIES

Easter Eggs .. ..... .j. . 5b
Easter Eggs . ...... . . So

We pay 2 per cent on Checking Accounts; 4

i

All Easter

--
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Cooffee

And think a minute!

Some persons SS&nt able, for a time at least, to get along with coffee, but it contains a
g
subtle,
drug, caffeine, which sooner or later is pretty sure to rob one of health
and comfort.
habit-formin-

If you know coffee don 't harm you
and good stick to it.

if you feel prime and fit under its continued'use, wel
"

.

But

are sometimes a bit ''off color,'' and irritable nerves, disturbed heart action,
biliousness, headache, or symptoms of liver or kidney trouble make you wonder what's the
if you

matter

,

t

Better find out what coffee has to do with it.

W. March also approved the survey said to be
Congressional Delegate
by Surveyor Nymyer of a township Wickersham's choice for representa-

and 25c Store

commission, which has been excellent
since that body was organized.
"Petty remarks arising from unreasonable causes are heard continually
about members of the road commission, and frequently people are heard
knocking their work.
Regardless of
the opposition, much work has1 been
done and at the' present "time' San Ml
'ft&tif 'for' 'the' best
road's In the state. In fact, the roads
as they are, now excel anything on
the Ocean to Ocean highway in this
state. Despite this fact knocking con-

"Reasons why good roads should
boosted by every enterprising citi
zen are so numerous that it would
require a book to chronicle them. It
means prosperity for the city itself,
for the county, for every individual
in business in the county or city. It
places the farmer and rancher on a
closer basis for business transactions
and In the case of Las Vegas, it makes
this place the largest shipping and
business point in the northern part
of the state.
"In the past, and even now, fanners
and ranchers living In a place where
two shipping points may be used, have
gone to the other than Las Vegas for
the lone reason that the roads leading
here wfere poor. ' On a well graded
road a wagon can haul double what
r
can be handled
highway.
the
"At
present fcjne the road ques
tion is decidedly ' vital to this city
and county, "Within the next two
months a string of automobile tourists
will be passing through the city bound
'
for California. The condition of the
roads In this county will determine
their idea of the merit or lack of
merit of the community. .'"
"The road commission is willing and
plans to do extensive work during the
remainder of the spring and through
the summer,, but with continual op
citizens and
position from certain
business men this work will not be
"
entirely successful. It has been suggested by a progressive Dusdness man
connected lm no way with the road
commission, that any Rainess man
(r resident who finds ffjlt with ibe
road commission or Its work should,
in juBtlce to the community, take his
complaint to the commission and there
Inform the men who do things in this
line of his objection. The commission
gladteoliciifliBmfipJnioni osthB peo

west of Carlsbad for which there
wilt bel quite a number of homestead
entries.
Counties Can Assist
Assistant Attorney General Ira L.
Grimahaw
today handed down the
opinion that boards of county commissioners have the legal right to appropriate county funds to the use of
the New Mexico board of exposition
commissioners for the purpose of
making an adequate display at the
San Diego exposition under Section 9,
Chaper 57 of the Laws of 1913.
A New Bishopric
The announcement of the1 creation
of the bishopric of El Paso has aroused cohBiderabe Interest. The bishop
will be appointed by Popei Pius but it
will be months before it will be known
who will bo chosen from among the
clergy In the United States. Names
of several acceptable candidates will
be .suggested by thd: hierarchy In the
United States and submitted' to the
pontiff and it is possible that the
honor will be bestowed upon some
southwestern priest,- although none of
the priests at El Paso will be appointed; as they are( Jesuits and it is contrary to their vow to accept such
high honors. It is possible that secular priests will gradually displace the
Jesuits in the new diocese. Heretofore the El Paso district has been considered a mission district.
The Archaeological School
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, director of
the School of American Archaeology
and director of exhibits of the
exposition, left today
for San Diego and from there will go
to New Orleans to sail for Guatamala
to! join again the archaeological expedition which is doing such momentous work at the prehistoric Maya city
of Quirigua.
Before leaving Dr. Hewett announced that the summer camp of the
School of American Archaeology in
August will be this year at Cuaral,
during the Mountainair Chautauqua
session. Tha excavations in th& an
cient pueblo and mission ruins begun
last year will be continued on behalf
of the New Mexico Museum, which acquired the priceless ruin and thus
brought It under the protection of the
state. Three weeks) are to be spent
there. Two further weeks will then
be given to excavations at Jemez. In
October, during the visit of the
Anricanisti congress there are to be
excavations In the Puys and the Tsan-kaw- l,
west of Santa Fe. These archaeological expeditions, of necessity,
will be limited in number and the
parties will be carefully selected from
among the applicants.
Panama--

California
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During 1913 the saJes of coffee in this country

decreased over one hundred million pounds.
A mighty army of former coffee drinkers now use

u
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and enjoy freedom from their old coffee aches and pains.
Postum, made of whole wheat and a bit oi molasses, is a delicious table beverage
free from the coffee drugs, caffeine and tannin.

If you are interested in bettering yourself
Postum now comes in two forms.
Regular Postum

Instant Postum

must be well boiled.

15c and 23c packages.

a soluble powder, requires no boiling.

The cost per cup of both kinds is about the same.
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NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

are the
Santa Fe, April
applications already5 received by the
'state medical" board 'which; meets' on
'
Monday and Tuesday of next Wfeek,
for permission to practice, medicine in
New Mexico. Quite a number of candidates will take! the examinations.
r Th Prohibition Campaign ?.
The first gun tn the Santa Fe prohibition campaign will be fired next
Thursday evening at the meeting of
the Citizens' League. "On May 6 Rev.
Sam Small, the noted evangelist, will
deliver a ' prohibition address1 at the
court house. The day before he will
speak at Albuquerque.
A Horticultural Fair
The Horticultural Society of New
Mexico will meet nebct week t6 make
arrangements for a horticultural fair
at Santa Fe. However, there is
movement on foot that Bince tha bo- ciety is statewide to have It hold Its
display in conjunction with the state
fair at Albuquerque.
Plat Filed
( Township
The plat of township 25 southeast,
'
mountains, south of
In the Florida
in the federal land
filed
was
Deming,
bTfice today. Surveyor General John
-

...

think it overl

30c and 50c

tins.

'

" There's a Reason'1 for Postum
sold by Grocers everywhere.

BOUGHT CIGARS

THEY PROVED TO' BE GOOD ELECthat an" Interest 1 being talcen inroad
TIONEERS IN ALASKA, SAYS
work. The commissioners are not dis
THE REPORT.
.
posed to Ignore objections, but will
Tesnlts."
best
work for the
ipossible

-

.'

tive in the district In Cordova the
citizens' progressive party won on a
platform promising reforms and econM'

omy.

In Vald$d the,
ticket,
with a single exception, was victorious. In Seward Hhe people's ticket
elected a straight slate. George B.
Grigsby was elected mayor of Nome.
n

TO REMOVE SOME

PASSENGER

MS
SANTA FE IS RUMORED
'ABOUT
TO
EXTEND

TO BE
RE-

TRENCHMENTS FURTHER

Cable
SeattleVWash., April
front' Alaska today indicate
that; the results of the elections in
'
various parts of the territory this
week were determined to measurable
degrees by the votes of women, who
cast ballots for the first time. Women
were given the right to vote by the
enactment of a measure by the first
territorial legislature a year 'ago.'
In Skagway electors were Bteered
to polling places by women workers,
who bought iclgara and lunches and
supplied conveyances while explaining
sample ballots. They elected their en-- '.
tickets against the
tire
taxpayers ticket, which has been In
power six, years.
Women's activity in Juneau, enabled
the people's party to elect Its ticket
headed by former Mayor Valentine,
with the exception of one councilman.
In Ketchikan the reform ticket won
by electing five of seven wuncilmen
and the school clerk.
The featnia in "Fairbanks was the
defeat for the city council of Tan
tetrrttordal representative.
Drlseoll,
'

;

Topeka, Kan., April 9.r-Treports
from the east reports of wholesale
retrenchments and curtailmenU in
New Santa Fe Cut
railway expenses and operation, bear
San Bernardino, Calif, April 9 That
out the
contention among
western railway officials that business the Santa Fe will soon begin the
e
of the Fullerton to Los
was on the wane. It designates, also,
stretch
double
of
which
is
track,
that either the operating expenses or
the country's business is suffering a known to be seriously, considered by
the Santa Fe,.but which as an immesevere slump.
From observations in Topeka rail- diate improvement Is denied by President Ripley, Is the supposition in loway circles, where all comparisons
on
the reports of the Santa Fe cal railroad circles following the re
hinge
and Rock Island, it Is apparent that ported ordering of several construction foremen from the Belen cutoff
only a big wheat movement early this
summer will require the use of to the Los Angeles division.
,The construction of the .Temecula
equipment and furnish employment for
route of 12 miles to gather no "
gap
who
men
the
have either survived the
the
ends of the Fallbrook and .;
stray
winter through charitable hour cuts
Temecula
branches
for a through back
or who have been discharged outright,
Conditions Indicate, also, that the country line to San Diego is given as
a 19J4 possibility, and railroad men
railways are fearing antagonistic leg
islation and are tightening the strings say the bridge and building foreman
from the eastern terminal of the
of their pocketbooks until public-- sen
timent shifts or railway punishment coast lines may be here for that purpose.
ceases to be a political plank.
Rio Grande in Agriculture
A Topekan was talking with Henry
In a circular issued by Ef. L. Brown,
B. Lautz, assistant to General Man
vice president of the Denver and Rio
ager Koiins, of the Santa Fe, the other
Grande railroad, announcement
is
and
an
this
of
official,
day
expression
made
of tho appointment,
effective
though given In a light vein, Indicated
more seriously the attitude taken by April l of Professor W. H. OHn, as
commissioner of agriculture for the
the present men of traffic affairs.
Denver
and Rio Grande.
"When will business pick up to such
This is an entirely new departura
an extent that the old schedules can
be maintained In the Topeka shops?" for the Rio Grande and marks the
beginning of a new era of agricultural
Mr. Lautz was asked.
;.
in that territory served
development
"Let's see," he pondered, "this is
1914, Isn't it? Well, I should say about by that line.
Professor Olin will devote his entire
1918 at least we will be better, able
time to the work, the major portion
to tell then."
being jertiployed In visiting the agricultural J districts, holding meetings
With farmers, giving advice and sug- gestions' as to seed selections, pro-ductioa and markets, and at all timett
with persons engaged ia
agriculture.
Professor Olin is a practical man.
as well aa a aelentmo farmer and It
is confidently believed that the results of his work will be mutually
beneficial to the farming commun-tie- s
and the railroad.
he
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This is the, general feeling among,;,
western railway men. They are clusl rein promise of improvements and betterments,' "they are expressive In condemnation of legislative enactments
and they are impressive in admonitions of future control.
Statements received from presidents
of both eastern and western railroads
show that they have reduced their
forces by 250,000 men in the last few
months and working hours have been
cut It' is estimated that under ordinary conditions the railroads of the
United States employ 1,700,000 men.
The figures submitted show that forces have been reduced 15 per cent
One point emphasized by all the
railroad Heads is that retrenchment la
rot a matter of this week, but has
been In force for several months. It
is also pointed out that the reduction
in tho working forces has not been
equal to the falling off in net earnings. Withdrawal of passenger trains
is now engaging the attention of railroad officials, and economy in this
direction Is likely to be carried a good
deal further

.

FOR THE BEN VOTERS
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Evidently some people are learning the' truth about

otr Savings Accounts.

4

15c and
10c Value
at
10

"

-- if

Chicks,
Ducks,

5,

per cent

V

PEOPLES BANK ea TR.UST CO.

Rabbits,

er-.'pbo-
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WHAT IS IT?

"I worked hard yesterday and earned k dollar. I might have spent It In a
minute, but I did not
'
iU9 ao"3r 1S y yesteraay.
l may spena it and start tomorrow bankrupt. I may pave It
qrrow not work at all. because my
yesterday' dollar will pay for the service of another who fey do the 1 If
work better than myself." A dollar Is really a part of a man's life and as he
guards his" health, to take;
cara of the future, so should he guard his dollars to secure the full service of the
?!
t
past

tinues.
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A DOLLAR- -
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SuWPDrinkers,

FIVE

For Friday and Saturday

ITS WORK IS GOOD AND PEOPLE
SHOULD APPRECIATE IT,
SAYS A BOOSTER

:

1914.

S.J

Special Sale

BE GIVEN SUPPORT

:

9,

and-tom-

50

ROAD BOARD SHOULD

"From all Indications the people of
Las Vegas are not properly boosting a
cause which could be made one of the
best advertisements for the city and
for the county imaginable sold "a
progressive citizen;5 "thta ;' morning;
"This Is the work of the local road
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Good Music
Good Time

r.

Edward Menwho was a
steel
merchant
in
.
Newark,-NJ, by day and a thug ia
New York by night, was today sentenced to spend 18 years in Sing Sing
prison. Mendel, who In Newark was
a member of many fraternal orders
and clubs, 'lured Mrs.' Pauling-Koe- t
zel to ail' ispper West side freight
yard In New York and there tore her
diamond ear 'rings from her ears. lie
was captured as be was running away
from tbe yard.
In court later three 1i;r wowa
identified him as the thu who
similarly assaulted and tn
Many letters and petitions
York clubs and ESTOdttUot
the judge wlta sentenced S
.1 Rf,r;:(
miaUi:
theso in
made.
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RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
CHD BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NS
102 Meets
A. M. Regular comevery Monday nlrtt B
munication first and O. R. C. ball, on Douglas arena
In S o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members ars t4
each month, visiting dially welcome. J. C. Werts, Pr
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary: L ft
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
CHAPMAN

COLUMN
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER

TISEMENT

Petten, Secretary.

;.

F. O. E.

Meets firm and third Taa
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordiaV
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Douglaa
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretar

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t,
Five cent per line each Insertion.
s
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Estimate six ordinary words to a Hns.
a
it's
think
conclave
Miss Oldgirt Don't you
r9l.A
No sd te occupy less space than two
in each mesth at Ma-treat impropriety to be engageo. w lines All advertisements
lay
charged
threA mm at once?
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr.. H.
if they don't will be booked at space actually set
MIhb Do
Reg-3Hl-

know it.

FiippeNot

M. Smith, E.
without regard to number of words.
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

POINTS ON BASEBALL

C; Chas. Tamme, Re
,

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular
first Monday in

J4

rT

fiTfr

t

j

sA--

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN

ach month at Masonic
Temple at 7:0 p. m. p, No,
A. Brinegar, H. P.; T. O, No.
No.
Blood, Secretary.

t,

FOR SALE Household goods.
J. W. Burks, 1009 Sixth street

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS i
4. Meeta every Monday

ion.

His Son You're mixed in your base.
ball talk, father. If you strike out,
rou can't make a hit

FOR SALE
KNOCKING

FARES

DOWN

7:20
11:54
2:25
1:35

4...
8...

evenine at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting No,
brethren cordially invite to attend Nn.
Frtedenstlne, N. G.; A. T. Rogers. No.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl No.
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
Mrs, Cemetery Trustee.

p. m.
a. m

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF 8ECUR--

Suite of rooms in mod
ern home, also single room. Can
not rent to consumptives. 1034
Eighth street.

FOR RENT

Two room house and
four room house, furnished. Phone

Main 351.

UNKIND

FOR RENT Nicely furnished house,
close In. Also three furnished rooms

for light housekeeping.

.

.

m..,.,

p.

.

Depart

,

11:10 p. m....
6:35 a. m.

1
X

7....

1:35
6:40 a.
4:39
7:0d 9--

4:20 p. m.,
6:35 p. m.,

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

s

pound horse, per
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
fectly sound and true; works any W. O. W.
hall, Sixth street on the
where. George A. Fleming, Main 40,
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms 908 Jackson
avenue; Z. W. Montague,
for light housekeeping; modern ex Assistant
Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
cept heat; no sick. T. J. Carvill, East Las Vegas, N. M.
810 Lincoln.
1,200

FOR RENT

First Passenger (on a crowded
That conductor takes
things easy.
Second Passenger Yes; and if a
spotter catches him he'll lose his Job.

.

7:45 p.
11: oS 9. m
2:30
2:00 9.

West Bound
Arrive

-i-

Ninth

315

f you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR

For tlstst

itreet car)

Depart

m.....

p.

B.

Inquire

.

Father If you want to make a nit,
rou must strike out for yourself, ray

t...

nnnr un

P. O. ELKS Mssts aseond anri
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12.00.
are cordially invited. Got. Wm. J.
Money must accompany order. Will Mills, Exalted
Ruler; D. W. Condon,
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie E.
Secretary.
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.

FOR SALE Team of mules.
H. W. Gehring.

East Bcund
Arrive

'

No. 10.

For Cala

03

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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oC3

LOBBY

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

o

o

lohe

THE SEASIDE

It

l

giving you
a present for doing something
you d do uny
way when you
leam how Much

a

Meets second anfi
fourth Thursday evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Lim Secretary,
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54t
I. O. of B. B. Meets every firat Tue
day of the month in the vestry rooms
uf Temple Monteflore at I o'clock
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
Greenclay, Secretary.
L. O. O. MOOSE

BeterEMPRESS
FLOUR really) is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' 6 A A
STANDARD

street

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Gives Comfort to Stout Persona
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
A good wholesome cathartic that
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
has a stimulating effect on the stom
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
ach, liver and bowels is Foley Cathar
Z. W
tic Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing la Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk;
Ylsitini
Local
Montague,
Deputy.
action, they keep you regular with no
member are especially weleooe an4

SILVER
FRENCH-5RE-

Y

griping and no unpleasant after ef
(STERfects. They remove that gassy dis cordially invited.
LING) FINISH
tended feeling eo uncomfortable to
stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUN-- i
EMPRESS!
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
earth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
can be oW
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh Pioneer building. Visiting members
tained in this city from
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
That Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
sense of smell and completely derange
-the whole, system when entering it
through the mucous surfaces. Such
2,000 lbs-- , or Mora, Each Dal vsry .v .....M.M..Efo par 199 Ite
articles should never be nsed except
...... ...25o psr 199 Ik.
on prescriptions from reputable phy1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,009 Iba, Each Ml vsry . .w..MMt9o par 199 (ft
sicians, as the damage they will do
A. is ten fold to the good you can posEO lbs., to 209 Iba., Each DaUvery . -par 199 IfcS)
199 It
59 Iba, Each Delivery .
Cathan
Lssa
Hall's
derive
them.
par
from
sibly
"A fellow threatened today to knock
X
manufactured
tarrh
F.
Cure,
by
out."
brains
my
"And why didnt he do it didn't Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains
no mercury, and Is taken internally,
you have them with you?"
Harvesters, Storera, aid Dlatributort ! Ratval tea, U rultj ETJ
acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. In
Lasting Qualities of Whlsh Hav Mad Las Vagaa Famoas.
STILL YOUNGER
OFFICE 791 DOUGLAS AVENUE
buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure
you get the genuine. It is taken in
ternally and made in Toledo, Ohio,
by F. J. Cheney & C6. Testimonials
'
free.
Bold by Druggists. Price 75c per
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
stipation. Adv.
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RETAIL PRICES
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A6UA PURA COMPANY

A

p
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Tom I feel like a
Sophie Yon act like a
Short AH
Mrs. Bacon, writing

R'ht

"I want to ab

bwrtate bedclothes. .What

ANT Ads

Are Best

Children's Diseases Very Prevalent
Whooping cough is about everywhere. Measles and scarlet fever almost as bad. Use Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound for inflamed throats
and coughing. Mrs. L C. Hostler,
Grand Island, Nebr., says: "My three
children had severe attacks of whooping cough, and a very few doses of
Foley's Honey and Tar gave great relief." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
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for bedclothes?'
Mr. Bacon "Why, a sleeping cai
berth is the shortest thing I know.
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FORGAVE

EACH OTHER

By DONALD ALLEN.

The current of love between MIbb
Fanny Drew and Mr. Randolph Alt
ens was running along bo smoothly
as to be almost vexatious. Any old
maid or old bachelor will tell you that
a tiff now and then between two people In love adds spice to it.
There are people who wonder 11
Adam mid Eve Quarreled. Of course
they "did. They were rushed at each
other even without an Introduction',
and there was no squeezing hands oi
walks beneath the silvery moon
Adam was grouching around the gar
den by his lonesome when he caught
light of Eve peeking out from behind
a lilac bush and he called out:
"Here, you woman, come along hew
.

.,

.

and quit your fooling!"
It wasn't a fair shake nor a square
deal, and the more one thinks of it
the more he wonders that love is the
entlment that we find it.
"They have been loving end hav
, been engaged over a year," said the
mother of the young man in this af
fair, that took place later on that
Adam's by several years, "and the;
haven't had a falling out yet."
"Then they'll never marry never!"
Iras the reply.
"I'm afraid not"
"Because, when a woman really lovet
man she wants to get in a dig at
him once in awhile!"
"She does." '
"She wants to let him know about
twice a month that he v isn't the only
van on this green earth not by a
vlong shot!"
"That's it"
"And he wants a chance to get Jealous over nothing, and to stump around
and tear down trees and write letters
and call her a perfidious wretch."
"He surely does."
,
"And after she has sent him back
fcis letters and the engage-rinand
both have lost a heap of sleep and
called themselves idiots, they come
sneaking around and make up and
love each other twice as well as they
did before."

:

making a aonkey of himself. He must
be two or three of them. Instead of
going back to the girl and "teasing
up'j and having It all over with in half
ah hour, he must go round with the
air' of a martyr and keep the whole
United States upset for weeks. He
knows that the girl can't and won't
visit his gent's furnishing store to ak
about a dollar shirt for her father and
make it an excuse for looking at him
in a heart-brokeway and hinting that
she has consumption and not long
to tarry. No, she can't and won't
come, and that's another grouch to
add to his stock. She ought to send
a little note she ought to do this and
that, and he keeps right on the donkey Job till Destiny gets mad and
n

-

slam-bang-

The cousin from the west married a
girl in a village live miles away, and
went home to his steers and his alkali, and of course young Aikens got
the news. That was another grouch.
Why didn't Miss Fanny deny the gossip more vigorously? Why didn't she
roll up her eyes, raise her right hand
and say in a loud firm voice:
"Randolph, I swear to high heaven
I can never love anybody but thee!"
Had she so sworn? Not by a Jug-fulVery well; let her suffer for the

l!

.

..'...

omission..
Mr. Aikens' furnishing store closed
at eight o'clock la the evening. He
always wont home by a particular
route. Miss Fanny was aware of this,

but had she thrown herself in his
way and given him good evening and
a show? Not a blamed throw, and
when he thought it over he fairly
gritted his teeth.
Weeks passed.
Then he got the
habit of taking evening walks along
the riverside. He would wander out
on an old dock and sit on an old barrel and sigh and cuss a couple of
hours and then head for home saying
he didn't care a rap for my girl that
ever wore a hobble skirt
On this night on this particular
night the moon rode high, to be higher than the cost of living. The little
waves of the river lapped at the old
dock, as they had been trained to do
from infancy. From various quarters
came plaintive walls of the bullfrogs
and now and then a dog barked or an
owl hooted.
It was a night for reflection. It was
a night for a young man who had made
a donkey of himself to sit and think
whether the best dollar shirt could not
be sold for 90 cents and then make 30
per cent profit? Also to wonder how
he came to do it! Also, to wonder
why some mutual friend didn't take
hold of the matter and make it his
or her business to bring about a reconciliation!
Also, lots of other
.
things.
A step on the dock!
It waa too late in the season for
assassins. None of the ministers in
town were given to walking in their
sleep. It was a light step a human
step not that of a cow. It came on.
It halted beside him. One two,
three minutes the owner of that Step
waited" before whispering the name,
"Randolph!"
The young man looked up and gave
a start. It was Fanny!
Never in this world will it be admitted that she knew of his presence and
had come to make up. It is a thousand chances to one that she thought
he was up at Troy buying his fail
stock of collars and cuffs. Anyhow,
she was there.
It has been stated that the dock
was old and rickety. It was strong
enough to withstand a fair start, when
he heard his name lovingly whispered.
That dock sighed and groaned and
staggered and went down under the
strain.
Two feet of .water and two of mud.
but it waa enough. After the lovers
bad flopped around for awhile. ; the
girl's life was saved and the young
man climbed out beside her. They
were very wet and very muddy, but
they were very happy. Each had forgiven the other; and the collar market
waa firm at one for 15 cents, or two
t."
for a.. quarter.' ;
(Copjrlg-- t,
lilt, ky tha McCJure Ntws-jxvj'

"That's Just It."
"If I was in your place, Mrs. Aikens,
Td advise Randolph to pick a quarrel.
It 1 was the mother of Fanny I'd advise her the same. They'll never get
married if this thing goes on as placid
as molasses running down hill."
No advice was given, however. It
was not needed. There is a divinity
whose job it 1b to look out that love
matches do hot become too draggy
and insipid, and she hit the trail of
Randolph Aikens within 40 days aftet
his mother had expressed her worries.
While Miss Fanny Drew was fair to
look upon, and was considered a catch,
the young man had no trouble in
shouldering other aspirants aside and
having the field to himself. '
Things were jogging along at an
easy gait when the young lady's cous
in came on from the west and brought
a Rocky Mountain breeze with him
He was young and happy and handsome, and he had a ranch on which
the cattle were as thick as flies about
a sugar bowl. It was announced bj
some
person chat he had
come on to marry Miss Fanny and
bear her hence to the land of alkali
If the rufflor was denied no one heard
'
of the denial.
Aikens
met the "wild and
Young
woolly" and they were introduced an.
shook hands.
The Westerner wai
breezy. He was a hustler. He talk
ed straight from the shoulder. He a
serted he was after a bride to shan
the scenery with him and eat her por
tion of grass-febeef that roamed ot
a hundred hills, and he added that hi
gave himself Just two weeks to fal
appear before the ministei
; to love,
; and pack his trunk and scoot for tfci
vest with Ala bride on his arm.
Young Aikens bad a
tt
, a gent's furnishing store, and he couk
:i aot reconcile it silk scarfs with Jack
boots and sloutin hats. After 30 see
i ends' consideration he concluded tt
kite his cousin,
Kve seJnutes later he had decided t( )WD
.foarrel with Miss Fanny, and he b
OM
--

kind-hearte- d

d

half-intere-

oastderation to have told in a yoi
Iware engaged to him t"
"
"Randolph,' what are yoa talklD
abvutT" ah

exclaimed.

h rYor marriage with that steep
.baser, from the west!"
"My cousin T Why do you
him in that way? Tom la
whole-soulefellow."
"And you will probably be
py with him."
"Have you taken this silly

speak ol
a breezy,

d

very hap
gossip li

grnestr

("""li may be silly gossip, but from th
way he looks at you---"
"Why, he's my own cousin."
"Yes?"
"And we used to play together a
children!"
"Ah!"
"Mr. Aikens, will you kindly explain
what that 'ah' was meant to signify
asked the girt as she drew herself up
and ceased to smile;
"If you will kindly tell me the date
of the wedding I will be out of town at
the time and save us both embarrassment," he replied.
She turned from him and walked
'
away, and half a minute later he was
kicking himself for a born fool. There
was the "tiff," that hie mother was
from the looks of
; hoping for, and
things it would Inst considerably longer than a full moon. Randolph had
deliberately provoked the quarrel, as
he had to admit to himself, and if
there waa any feeling of satisfaction
it rested with some one else.
The trouble with a lover in cases of
this sort is that he is not content wii.li

r

him.

s
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NATURE LOVER

Frost and Drought Very Much Alike
in Their Effects Upon Good
'
Old Mother Earth.

SSSSWI

WISHED SHE

,

Frost and drought are not unlike In
their results, or at least their effects.
A winter meadow, bore of snow but
frozen hard, is not very dissimilar to
the same meadow during a dry spel!
after baying. Color is gone, growth
ie short, stones show like land turtles,
the soil Js Impenetrable, the wheel of
nature is on a dead point. Only the
hedgerows, in either case, retain some
life and color.
You look at the foothole pits in the
ground, made when you rode that way
last fall or spring, as the case may
be, and wonder, that the ground would
ever have been soft enough to receive
such impressions, while that pools of
water could ever have stood upon it
seems impossible. The earth, like the
face of a frightened cowboy, is pale
to the obliteration of its natural tan;
and, again like the cowboy, this only
departs when he draws rein at home.
Then it is good to see, even in winter, how the tints hasten back, and
brown skin and stubby beard assume
their natural hues; for. even in win- iter there is color, whenever a spell
of mild moisture comes. From "A
Farmer's Notebook," by E. D. Phelps.
'

.

MEASURING SPEED

OF LIGHT

Scientists Can Tell With Absolute Ac
curacy Just How Fast the Rays
Can Travel.
Even in this speed-maage we can
never hope to equal the speed of light,
which the scientists tell us is 186,000
miles a second. If light could not
actually be measured no one would
d

believe it
There ie a delicate instrument used
in measuring light which throws a
beam of light upon a revolving disk.
There was some doubt about the figures obtained in this way until it was
found that when the earth was in
the part of Its orbit nearest to Jupiter
eclipses took place 16 minutes earlier
than when it was in the furthermost
part, whereas by all rules of astronomy they should have taken place at
the same minute each time. It is deduced from this that the light was
not instantaneous and consequently
took 16 minutes to traverse the diame
ter of the earth's orbit, a distance of
about 200,000,000 miles, thus giving to
light a velocity of 186,000 miles a sec
ond, which was accurately shown lat
er by other experiments.

SURPLUS

CAPITAL. PAID IN
1100,000.00

J. M. Cunningham, Preside

Columbia, Term. "Many a time,"
says Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of this place.
"1 wished f would die and be relieved
of my Suffering, from womanly troubles.
1 could not
get up, without pulling at
something to help me, and stayed in bed
most of (he time. I could not An mv
housework.
The least amount of work tired m
out. My head would swim, and I would
tremble for an hour or more. Finally, I
took Cardul, the woman's tonic, and I
am not bothered with pains any more,
and 1 don't have to go to bed. In fact,
1 am sound
and well of all my troubles."
Cardui goes to all the weak spots and
helps to make tUeia strong. It acts with
nature not against her. It is for the
tired, nervous, irritable women, who feel
as if everything were wrong, and need
something to quiet their nerves and
strengthen the worn-o- ut
system.
If you are a woman, suffering from any
? the numerous
symptoms of womanly
trouble, take Cardui. it will help you.
At all druggists. , -

Frank Springer,

it

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.
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INTEREST PAIE) ON TIME DEPOSITS
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t,AS VEGAS SAVINGS BAM
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CTCS:i
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$30,GQ.Q0

Office with the Sao Miguel National.Bank
.WM.; Q.' RXTDOn
H. W. TOLLY

a

Wriitt!

Chattanooga Mcdicina Co,
Advisory Dept.. Chattanooga, Twin., (or Sucimt
on
book, "Horn
Itutnctietu vour cast and
Treatmtnttor Woman." in plain wrappar. N.C. 1U

Why It Suits Particular People
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is prompt and effective for coughs,
colds1, croup, hoarseness, bronchial
cougha and throat troubles. Thomas
Verron, Hancock, Mich., writes: "Fol
ey's Honey and Tar quickly relieves
tickling throat and stops thei cough
with no bad after effect." It contains
no opiates and is pure. That's why
it suits particular people. O. G.
Sehaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

150,000.69

i.

rx

From Her Troubles,
Re is Better Way.

And Be Fre

lot

n

i

COULD DIE

U
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HOSKINS

.

rPr&l(ien
PMal'deat

i
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TraaWBrar

Interest PaJd On Deposits

c

chafed skin, is BAIIAIU)'3
SNOW none better." For sale by all dealers
LINIMENT; It Is both healing and -- Adv.
antiseptic. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Rheumatism and Kidney Trouble
Adv.
Positive la action for backache,
weak bach, rheumatism, kidney ani
A Cure for Sour Stomach
bladder troubles. P. J. Boyd, Oglsv.
Mrs. Wm. T. Thompson, of Battle Texas, writes: "'After taking two botpreek; Mich, writes: "I have been tles of Foley Kidney Pills, my rheutroubled with. Indigestion, sour stom matism and kidney trouble are comAdv.
ach and bad breath. After taking two pletely gone." Safe and effective. C
A valuable dressing
for flesh bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets I am G Sehaefer an Red Cross Drag Store..
;v:.
When run down with kidney trouble, wounds, burns, scalds, old sores, rash, well. These tablets are splendid
Adv.

backache, rheumatism or bladder
weakness, turn quickly tor belp to
Foley Kidney Pills. You cannot take
them into your system without having good results. Cbas. N. Fox, Him-roN. Y., says: "Foley Kidney Pills
have done me more good than $150.00
worth of medicine." They give good
results. O. G. Sehaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
'

'

-

Unwatched Men Are Honest.
There are restaurants
downtown
where thousands of men are put on
their honor every week. They go into
these luncheon rooms, select the food
they wish, eat it and when they pass
out, pay the cashier whatever they
want to.
"Do these men cheat?" I asked the
proprietors of two such places.
"Not more than once in 200 times
docs anybody pay us too little," eafd
one of them. "The loss is bo strifling
it is not worth while bothering about,
let alone watching."
"The money we lose," said the othei
manager, "doesn't amount to a doll at
a week." Philadelphia Public Ledger.

MEAT
L4--.--:.---

P1T11C

ATTRACTIVE
ON

t:

--
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Commands Attention
First Impressions Are Lasting

Smart Business.
Waggles," remarked Flip-soas he made himself comfortable
in a deep club armchair, "has had
the laugh turned on himself in his
little Joke against the Flames Fire
Insurance company."
"What do you mean!" asked Flip-"Young

Make a good impression with good envelop esprinted at the
t1JflM!!M'lM!!iMtMtMiiipiiiiiM'''Mif!!lMii'fnfttiiiiiiif t(

son.

"Well," continued hi friend, "he
insured five hundred cigars, smoked
them, and then sent in a claim on
the ground that they had been de
stroyed by fire."
"And of course tie got laughed at?
"Not a bit of It The company has
had him arrested on t c&ftrge ot
i
arson."

f
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BEST QUALITY BOND ENVELOPES
.

j
i Bath Expired.
The defendant, wfco was. bald on .the
charge ot keeping a dog without a
license, repeatedly triad to Interrupt
tha evidence, but waa hashed, web

Lady Oivaa Effective Reply to time by the court. Finally the clerk
'
turned to him:
Alleged Smart Remark of Youth--i
ful Smoker.
"Do yon wish the court to understand that yon refuse to renew your
The youth was puffing away at a do licenser
pipe, despite the pained expression 6b
"Yes, hut
the old lady's face.
"We want no Tmts.' You mnat re"Young man," she barkedV so far new your license or be fined. You
as her coughing would permit uer, know it expired on Jan. 1."
"do you know that it's wrong to
"Yea, but so did the dog." Harper's
smoke?"
Weekly.
"Well," replied the lad as he blew
a wreath of smoke, "I use tobacco for
Difference.
mv health."
Said a Russian dancer to a PhilaifeaithT" ejaculated the victim, lit
delphia reporter:
spluttering tones. "Nonsense! You
"We can learn much from the danc-in- e
never heard of anyone being cured by
of animals, but why did w go,
smoking."
of all things, to the turkey? There is
"Yes I have," declared the youth,
a little too vulgar in the
still puffing away like a furnace chim somethingdancing, and they who imiturkey's
ney. "That's the way they cure pigs." tate it
get talked about."
"Then smoke away," cried the vic
She shrugged her slender shoulders.
tim. "There may be hope for you
"That won't do for women," she reyet."
sumed. "To say, 'Everybody is talking about him' that is an eulogy. But
Right of Discovery.
to say, 'Everybody is talking about
Ah Envious Contemporary (to Miss
- '
that's an elegy."
her
Budlong) And so you are really en
gaged to Mr. Timid Smithkins?
Abbey of Theiema. ,
Miss Budlong (quite provokingly)
no actual abbey of Theiwas
There
1
want you to suggest
Yes, dear; and
was a dream of ' the great
ema.
something sweet and tender to go in RabelaisIt a
very beautiful dream, too
my engagement ring.
wish to know all about it
if
and
you
were
I
If
Envious Contemporary
have to read the last
will
you
simply
the
in your place I'd just have
simple
seven chapters of Rabelais' "Gargan-tua.- "
word "Eureka." Puck.
Oa page 163 of William Henry
Hudson's
delightful book, "The Story
Couple.
Capable
of the Renaissance," you will find a
"A capable couple."
charming reference to the "Abbey of
"So?"
"Yes, ht? ia furnishing the house by Theiema," which you would do well
means of tobacco coupons, and sha to 'read. Exchange.
is decorating it with bridge
-
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The regular meeting of the local
lodge of Loyal Order of Moose will be
held tonight In Woodman hall. In'
stallation of officers.

i

3

'

Don't Forget

M

fi

LOCAL NEWS

,
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Easter boxes of Liggett's
Murphey's Drug Store.

Loaf

"candy at
Adv. ''

Light automobile lamps
o'clock thi evening.

at 6:57

Question
NOW
'.'.

1

.

Adv.

'

j

.isued

yes-

terday afternoon at the court bouse
to Maria Cleofas Trujillo, aged 23, and
Vicente PJbera, aged 21. Both are
residents of Pueblo.

LIVERY xnd REPAIRING

Much Interest is betng shown in the
Knights of Columbus' Easter Monday
dance, which will be held in the
next Monday evening. This is

We also carry
THE LARGEST STOCK. OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCES-

x

Greenberger has all the latest colorings and patterns In ties for Easter,
Including tha "Aango." Adv.
Finch's Golden WedOioJ JBJ. aged
In wood. Direct from tae.tflatlllery to
you. At the Lobby; of fttmrse. Adv.
Nothing more acceptable' than a box
of LIggett's...Ghocplates for your Easter
offerjngw AfcMairphey'a Drug Store. '
'

'

'

prices.

or

LETTER LIST
Letters remaining uncalled Tor, for
the week ending Apr!
1914:
Mrs. Maria, Baca; Mrs. Orle Brown;
Forrest A. Brunthaver; Lily Cherry;
T. J. Crawford;
Bernabe Flores;
Grocer & Baker
Chas. E. George; Sam Gordon; R, L.
Hogue; G. D. Houston;
E. E. Lay;
RIcardo ;Lobato;
Wanted A setting hen. Phone 606. Geo. Rupert Porte; W. R. Rober; G.
E. Stevenson; F. W. Witt.
Adv.
'
When calling for the above please
ask
feftdverH'sed." letters.
Fresh for Easter, Liggett's candy,, at
''
-"
"BLOOD, Postmaster.
Store.
Adv.
Murphey's Drug!?':
M'-"'

JOHN II. YOB!

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTORfCAR CO.
:

'

Floir For Yoir Easter

FID

y"'

SJ

JWWB-SM-

SALES

m

COMPANY

''

Mij.

-

fe.
'

The
make for
ber's.-Advr.

n

Oreen6erj

boys;-a-

'

v

E.derhefin1-er-Stet-

goog

' V3 AStffOTgaR-S-

LAS VEGAS LIKELY
'

-

Xj't'-Sl- -

TO GETpOLDIEBS

You 'cannot better the bes?. "'Let
free your Easter suit be an Adler Roches$25.

Talchert's

JUST

(ititvED

'

GENERAL HERRING THINKS THE
GUARD ENCAMPMENT WILL
BE HELD HERE IN JULY

A LARGE SHIPMENT

The Friendship club has decided to iC'A week' from Saturday a1 squad lpf
postpone Us bakery sale until a week b'6wlers W the local Elk"'lodge $111
Santa Fe, N. M., April 9. That
from tomorrow.
This sale was to go via automobile to Dawson, where New Mexico now is entitled to receive
have been held Saturday afternoon
they will engage in a big bowling con- a federal aproprlatlon for its national
test. The members of the Bankers' guard and that it is certain that an
The Ladies' guild will have cakes, and Peons' teams and numerous oth- encampment for maneuvers will be
held during the coming summer were
cookies, bread, doughnuts, salads, ba ers will make the trip.

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

FORMERLY

LAS VEGAS

-

--

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

THE CITY

ALL KPAIR,WORK
GUARANTEED;1;

ADVERTISED

We have arranged to deliver
to
of charge, regular sized bundles of ter make-$1- 5
old newspapers. at 10 cents each. Pay Clothing store. Adv.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

IN

--

'

'"

SORIES

TODAY

Fresh for Easter, Liggett's "chocolates, at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.

--

the first public dance folowing the
season of Lent, and a large attendance
is assuer for tnie reason, The Knights
have been giving Easter Monday dances for several years and have established a reputation for furnishing
good times. The best of music has
been engaged and souvenir programs
of handsome design will be given the
dancers..

BUTTER on the MARKET

Old newspapers, about 90 to bundle,
delivered free, ray messenger upon
delivery. Price 10 cents' per bundle.

As- Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique' patterns all

,

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST

account of the 'ack of a quorum
the city council did not meet last
night.
Om

Steams' Store Only

.

Liquid Gold Cutter

Old Taylor whisXey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

motke

BY BUYING

Octtar Cutter

Fresh Liggett's candy for Easter at
Murphey's Drug Store.

'

AUTOMOBILE

-

ry

Investigate our special showing'' of
$15 suits.
Greenberger. Adv.

is the very best thsxt modern milling knows how to

QF

Bissell's Cajpet
Sweepers for Sprin

ked beans and colored eggs for sale
statements made today by Adjutant
Just received a full line of Gaber-- General H. T. Herring. The general
Saturday afternoon. Wheeler Build
deen raincoats. Not made of rubber, is just back from Deming. He said:
ing, Douglas avanue. Adv.
.( You pay elsewhere $18, but we sell "With the organization of Company
Saturday at Carlin, Nev., J. W. 'em for $11.95, while they last. Tal- L at Albuquerque, the national guard
V
how has. a full regiment of 12 comScott, eon ef Mr .and Mrs. E. J. Scott chert's Clothing Store. Adv.
of this city, was elected a member of
panies assuring federal appropriation
the echool board of that city in one
Train No. 29, the fast Santa Fe De for it maintenance.
of the hottest fighta for this position Luxe train, passed through Las Vegas
"The inspection of the various com!'
ever witnessed there.'
early this morning with an unusually panies so far has proved very satislarge number of passengers
from factory. I met Lieut. Test in DemDue to the fact that a riorum was California. The train carried 60 peo- ing, where the guard was inspected."
not present yesterday afternoon the ple, which Is one of the largest pasAsked about the holding of an enWoman's club meeting was post- senger lists.; A
campment General Herring said that
poned. A called meeting may be held
the maneuvers will be held this sum
within the next week. Otherwise the
Our Easter offerings, Bostonian ox mer, but the location has not yet been
next meeting will be on Wednesday fords, $4 and $5 values at $3.35. Tal determined. "We shall probably hear
afternoon, April 29.
chert's Clothing store. Correct gar- a month or so in advance," he said;
ments for men. Adv.
"but of course we have nothing to do
The Ladies' guild, of St. Paul's Mewith the selection of the place."
morial church, will have an Easter
There will be a meeting of the
It is thought that the
sale Saturday afternoon, beginning at board of directors of the" Las Vegas will be Held in July and probably at
For
best on the
today see us.
2 o'clock. The sale will be In the hospital this
evening at 7 o'clock at Las Vegas.
Non-Skln
room west of the Electric Light and the home of Mrs. A. D. Hlgglns. All
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Power company office, Wheeler Build- members are requested to be present,
and
ing, Douglas avenue. Adv.
as important business will be trans GOOD ENTEKTAIIIEN1
and Fiske tires and everything needacted.
ed for
auto.
The Las Vegas council of the
FOR RAILWAY FOLK
Knights of Columbus will meet toIt is rumored in Las Vegas that an
night in the O. It. C. hall in regular automobile service is to be started
session. All members are requested between Mora and this
ALL
CCXE AT coa SEO?
city within NEW YORK LADIES' QUARTETTE
to be present. The meeting will be the next few weeks. This service
j1 AND CONCERT. COMPANY
'
called to order shortly after 8 o'clock, likely would be
GUARANTEED FO ITS PEEFEGTNESS
HERE LAST NIGHT
popular, as at the
the
Maundy present time there is little
immediately following
opportunity
Thursday services In the Church of of reaching that place except by priThe Santa Fe concert given last
the Immaculate Conception.
vate vehicle.
night at the Duncan opera house by
the New York Ladies' Quartette and
The instructors and students at the The sale of the
enve Concert company proved to be anadvertising
New Mexico Norma University are
lopes for the Y. M. C. A. camp and other treat, 'f The omera houselgwas
enjoying a brief Easter vacation. for Las Vegafi has beeiff airly
good this well filled and the concert was thorSchool was (dismissed! at the usual
far, about B.OOO being disposed of. oughly enjoyed.
hour yesterday afternoon and will not The
envelopes sell at 10 cents a doJen Cooper, second soprano
reopen until Monday. The. public zen, and all business men are
to and whistler for tha company, who her numbers were received with ap- several readings which, were interesturged
schools had their spring vacation make use
.!.. ',
of them and. assist the has- - appeared in Las Vegas before, plause,
and enjoyable,
;
ing
some time ago. The West tide schools'
'
good cause.' Sending one of these en- proved popular with the audience and
Miss
Mlea
Ada Turner, soprano soloist,
gave
Grimm,
Agusta
reader,
"
are to be closed all thi6rweolu;
velopes east may mean a party or
sang "Carmena". capaDly, while the
n
tourista stopping off in Las Vegas this
entire work of the ladies' quartette
summer. Everything counts in the
waa excellent F. Norman Bhaw
big game of letting the public know
proved herself an artist at violin
of Las Vegas and tho perfect clim
ate, together with
scene
ry, that is an attraction of this city
U U Li
and cannot be duplicated in the en
DOVAGFJl EMPRESS
tire southwest.
of

J.C. Johnsen
6v Son

.'

Baking

should by all means be taken

mithm tubes

from a sack or barrel of our
famous Pure Quill brand. No
other flour can compare with,
it in producing toothsome
rola or biscuit, light bread,
delicious cakes and pastry.
Those who know it will have
no other flour. Order a sack
for trial and you'll bake Bet '
ter than every before.

oe Las

A marriage license was

Tba Butler

Do not forget to buy an apron at
the Ladies' guild sale. Adv.

Flour

1914.
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Fresh Vegetables Arriving Daily
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FANS ARE ANXIOUS
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TO

HAVE A CITY LEAGUE
ALL THAT

NEEDED IS FOR
SOMEBODY TO START THE
13

MOVEMENT

.

GOING

Since the announcement of ihe possibility of the formation of a city baseball league In Las Vegas the entire
"fanehlp." of the community , has been
aroused and. the talk and interest is
increasing daily. Numerous fans and
ffcyers today Suggested that a big
meeting be held early next week for
the perfection, of an organization, if
"Wh. is possible, and thus allowing all
the teams to take advantage of t!he
a.tly spring and get into shape for
strenuous play.
the
.Although, na one has taken
lend in offering to call a meeting,
1t la probable that fionie business man
will volunteer bis services. According
to the wishes of the fans and players
th?s meeting should be held next week.
Ti.'s league, if organized and planed

iij

u

jmiuiiiiiimiiuim

on

a

l

imiiiiii

m

j

i

business basis, as are
the big leagues, would (provide the
most Interesting form of baseball ever
furnished In thi8 city. The games
i would be
entirely local until the latter part of the seast when, perhaps.,
an all-stteam could be chosen from
all the teams In the league and one
or two outside games played.
Five local teams could be organized
here and entered in the league and
with this number a most successful
season could result. A new team has
sprung Into existence that was not
mentioned before and which undoubtedly will be more than willing to enter the city league. This is a team
composed of the players- from Superintendent F. L. Myers.' office. There
are a number of cracR players in the
offices and a rumor has been passed
that a pitcher has recently been employed there who is supposedly a
TBtrictly

:

r An)

Aluminum Ware is Shown in Our

The

Diamond-Apri- l's

Birthsfone
j

Symbolizes purity and is
Supreme among precious
stones in its fascination
for mankind. See us before you buy

'f

'
.

wonder..

The teams that probably would enfollows:. Santa
Fe office clerks, Knights' of Columbus,
Elks, two teams from the West side,
the Normal University and possibly
an East side team.

n
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ter the league are as

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
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At their meeting yesterday
the
county commissioners approved the
petition for a local option election at
San Miguel. The election will be
held on a date next month to be an
nouncea later. xn9 commissioners
canvassed the returns from the recent local option elections at Pecos
and Leyba, the former place being
to have gone dry and the lat
ter to have remained wet. At Pecos
there were 74 votes against liquor and
55 in favor of
retaining the saloons.
At Leyba there were 27 votes against
liquor and 25 In favor of retaining the
The election
liquor establishments.
judges at this place were confused to
find two more votes in the box than
there were
off
names checked
on the poll books, Had theem votes
been counted, there would have been
27 votes for liquor and 27 against it.
However, as the drys must get a majority in order to win, the mistake
made no difference in the result.

Window, a.t

TEN CENTS EACH ITEM
Worth from I5c to 40c Each

4c each for 55 Table Tumblers.
65o dozen, for Thin Blown Tumblers.
8e for white China Cups and Saucers.
9c for white China Dinner Plates.
...
,
18c for 25o yard Table Oil Cloth.
"
'
95c for $1.25 white Bed Spreads, full size.
15c for 25o Screen Door Spring Set.
19c for Gilt Edge Shoe Dressing,
.'.
18c for 25c Bicycle Playing Cards, 2 packs for 35c, or
$1.20 for $1.50 White Enameled Covered Combinettes.
v
5c for 3 Nest Eggs.
15c for 100 White Crepe Napkins. ..
'.''
10c for 100 White Tissue Napkins
';
'
10c for Ijarge Size Bottle Ammonia. ",
One-fitiOff on all Curtain Nets and Scrims.
'
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OLD LADY'S DEATH 13 BELIEVED-THAVE BJEEN
CAUSED
BY BBIQHTS DISEASE

v

-

OF JAPAN

'

Tokio,j April 9. The dowager empress, Haruko, died at the imperial
villa at Namaau today. Following the
usual custom in the case of the death
of a member of Una imperial family,
the official announcement of the event
wiE not be made tintil the body has
been transferred to the capital, probably tomorrow.
Her majesty had been, suffering
for a considerable period from augina
pectorlsy but the. official diagnosis
that Bright's disease was the
direct cause of death.
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